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ABSTRACT 

In 2010, two U.S. court decisions enabled political groups to raise and spend money in 

unlimited amounts. These groups, called Super PACs, are known for the vast sums of money 

they spend in elections. However, less attention has been paid to the effects that these groups 

have had on the political party network. This dissertation addresses this disparity by searching 

for party behavior among Super PACs. It draws on an original qualitative dataset, a social 

network dataset pairing Super PACs with the candidates they support, and finally a dataset of 

Super PAC spending in federal elections from 2010 through 2016.  

I find that “single race” groups, which spend money supporting one candidate for a single 

election, have steadily increased in frequency over time, and are now the most common type. 

Such groups exist only as an arm of the candidate they support. However, network analysis 

determined that party groups tend to be the most central. Finally, I found that party group aid 

was not sufficient to improve election outcomes, while overall group aid was an excellent 

predictor of a candidate’s electoral success. 

This dissertation offers support for recent political party theory, particularly the extended 

party network, while exploring a heretofore understudied element of U.S. campaign finance.  
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Introduction 

0.1 A new approach in the study of political party networks 

 The goal of this dissertation is to use Super PACs, defined as independent expenditure 

only committees, as a window into political networks, specifically party networks. It largely 

follows in the footsteps of other works of network analysis which use political contributions to 

measure network behavior, including Grossman and Dominguez’s analysis of PAC contributions 

in 2002 federal elections (2009) and Kettler’s more recent 2014 analysis of state-level PAC 

contributions. These authors, among others, have shown that using campaign finance data in 

network analysis provides new and interesting opportunities to understand the behavior of party 

networks. 

 The novel contribution of this dissertation is to treat independent expenditures as a basis 

for connections between groups and candidates in a network, a choice that political scientists 

have heretofore elected not to make, for reasons that are quite understandable. In the strictest 

possible definition of a tie between a donor and a recipient candidate, money or some tangible 

good is transferred from the former to the latter. In the case of a Super PAC, they do not directly 

give any money to a candidate—they are legally prohibited from doing so. Instead, they 

independently spend money either supporting or opposing a given candidate through various 

means, but most commonly through the purchase of political advertisements. It is also prohibited 

for Super PACs to coordinate any of their activity with the candidates whom they support.  

Thus, it would seem odd to characterize an independent expenditure as constituting a 

relational tie between a Super PAC and a candidate—a relationship between these two entities 
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with respect to the behavior in question is expressly banned1. Moreover, there is an inherent 

difficulty in measuring how an independent expenditure made in opposition to a candidate can be 

interpreted as a relational tie—should we consider it a tie between a group and a candidate when 

that candidate benefits from having their electoral opponent attacked in an advertisement by the 

group? We could imagine cases where a group opposes a candidate not because they prefer the 

other candidate in an election, but solely because they do not want that specific candidate to hold 

elected office, whatever the alternative might be. In Chapter 1 of this dissertation we find that 

there are a handful of Super PACs that oppose the same candidate across several election cycles, 

in one case across primary and general elections; it would be a mistake to see that group as 

having a tie to the people that happened to be running against a specific candidate the group 

consistently opposes. What if there are more than 2 candidates in the election? In such cases we 

would need to determine which candidate benefits the most from one of their electoral opponents 

being attacked—a difficult determination to arrive at without making subjective judgments. 

Quickly, things begin to get messy, and therefore political scientists have concluded that hard, 

direct contributions are a better measure of ties in network analysis (see e.g. Kettler 2014, pg. 64-

65).  

This dissertation contends that this argument falls short on three fronts. The first relates 

to the reality of how we have seen independent spending work in practice, and the second 

concerns the increasing shift of expenditures from candidate committees to independent 

spending groups. While it is difficult to show precise coordination between Super PACs and 

candidates such that it constitutes a direct tie, there have been several cases where Super PACs 

                                                           
1 Some relationships are permissible, such as a candidate fundraising on behalf of a Super PAC, even if the Super 
PAC explicitly supports that candidate. 
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have hired high level staff from a candidate’s campaign or legislative office2. In turn, such Super 

PACs will often support that candidate with independent expenditures (the FEC enforces a 120-

day waiting period before such Super PACs are permitted to do this)3. In Chapter 1 we discuss a 

distinct sub-category of Super PACs wherein a family member of the candidate the group 

supports will run the organization, or fund it entirely. It is unlikely that a family member would 

not know the intentions and preferences of the candidate they are related to, and thus in such 

cases one can make a reasonable argument that Super PAC expenditures are effectively 

contributions to a candidate, or, at a minimum, constitute a relationship between the Super PAC 

and candidate. In another phenomenon exhibiting potential for coordination, candidates air “b-

roll” footage in political advertisements without any voice-over audio, enabling Super PAC’s to 

use the candidate’s visage in their advertisements supporting the candidate without breaking the 

“direct and explicit” coordination rule4. A private conversation with an individual who has 

worked as a campaign consultant to the Democratic Party suggests that it has become routine for 

candidates to create sections of their websites where they dump various campaign materials 

explicitly for the sake of allowing Super PACs to download video of the candidate which they 

can in turn use in their own advertisements. 

The obviousness of at least some relationship between Super PACs and candidates is 

taken so much for granted that candidates will often speak about Super PACs as though they 

were regular political action committees that can donate directly to candidates. While running for 

                                                           
2 To take just one example, “Right to Rise PAC”, a Super PAC created to support Jeb Bush in the Republican 
presidential primary in 2016, was run by his former campaign aide who is widely credited as the “head of Mr.Bush’s 
policy team.” See here: https://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/18/us/politics/super-pacs-are-remaking-16-campaigns-
official-or-not.html?mtrref=www.google.com  
3 This is the FEC’s so-called “cooling off rule.” See here: https://www.fec.gov/help-candidates-and-
committees/making-disbursements/coordinated-communications/  
4 This involved Senator Mitch McConnell and was widely reported on at the time. See here: 
https://www.npr.org/sections/itsallpolitics/2014/03/29/295927924/whats-with-this-video-of-mcconnell-doing-stuff  
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the Democratic nomination for the presidency, Senator Bernie Sanders was known to say during 

stump speeches that he “does not have a Super PAC,” implying that it is possible for a candidate 

to be in possession of a Super PAC5. Recent special election winner Conor Lamb (D-PA) 

features a Vox.com article on his campaign website in which Vox quotes Lamb as “not accepting 

Super PAC money”, implying that it is possible for a candidate to accept Super PAC money6.  

Given the typically close nature of Super PACs and those they support, it is a perhaps 

understandable mistake. We are in turn making a mistake as political scientists to take the letter 

of the law as a guide to our methodological choices in this case. The relationship between Super 

PACs and the candidates that they support, albeit independent in name, is in effect often as 

integral as the relationship between PACs and candidates, or individual donors and candidates. 

However, it is likely that the closeness between Super PACs and candidates may vary 

empirically based on various factors. Whereas we will document several cases in Chapter 1 of 

what we call “single candidate” groups, which are primarily funded by or run by a family 

member or former staff member of the candidate they support, there are also groups that have 

goals that exist separately from any given candidate that they might support. For example, it 

would be a mistake to say that the National Association of Realtors Congressional Fund, a Super 

PAC representing the real estate industry, makes independent expenditures in support of 

candidates simply because they know those candidates, or have hired staff from their campaigns, 

or have staff that are relatives of those candidates. Rather, they make independent expenditures 

to further the interests of the real estate industry. Nonetheless, their ties to candidates may be 

                                                           
5 https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/fact-checker/wp/2016/02/11/sanderss-claim-that-he-does-not-have-a-
super-pac/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.12fcca33c855  
6 https://conorlamb.com/news/vox-democrat-getting-outspent-17-1-now-neck-neck-deep-red-pennsylvania/  
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informative insofar as they are a business group that may act as a potential bridge between 

Democratic and Republican candidates, as they spend money supporting both parties.  

The second reason I argue in favor of using independent expenditures in network analysis 

relates to the bias that is introduced by excluding them. Given the copious sums of money that 

are now being passed through Super PACs since 2010 (see Table 0.1 below, reproduced from 

Campaign Finance Institute data), to look only at individuals and groups that make direct 

contributions is to view a fundamentally distorted picture of political networks. That is, if we 

consider the amount of money being spent on elections to constitute “political activity” in 

networks, then a significant chunk of that activity is currently occurring outside of what has been 

typically measured. Using aggregated expenditure data collected by the Center for Responsive 

Politics, independent expenditures constituted 26% of total campaign expenditures in 2016, 

approximately 62% of which is accounted for by Super PACs alone. The percentage of 

independent expenditures coming from Super PACs in 2016 increased by 15 percentage points 

from 2012, suggesting that they are taking on an increasing level of importance in electoral 

politics7.  

Thus, a network measured based on individuals and groups that make direct contributions 

in 2008 may look different from one measured in the same way in 2016 not because of anything 

inherent about the network’s characteristics, but simply because many of the most important and 

influential actors will no longer be captured by our measure, having shifted their resources to 

independent spending groups. Moreover, because there is a finite pool of resources to be drawn 

on by these political actors, a network based on PACs or individuals that can make direct 

                                                           
7 Figures calculated using data from the Center for Responsive Politics. Cost of elections data accessed here: 
https://www.opensecrets.org/overview/cost.php?display=T&infl=Y. Independent expenditures data accessed here: 
https://www.opensecrets.org/outsidespending/fes_summ.php?cycle=2012.  
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contributions may be unrepresentative of the overall network picture. In short, we cannot afford 

to ignore where a significant portion of campaign finance behavior is occurring.  

The third reason that I focus on Super PACs to measure political party network behavior 

relates the overall theory behind this work: because the traditional ability of political parties to 

help their desired candidates through direct political contribution has been increasingly limited 

(La Raja and Schaffner 2015), much of the activity of the party has occurred through more 

informal channels. One of those channels was 527 groups in the early 2000s, when traditional 

party actors used 527 organizations to re-direct a greater amount of their funds to their preferred 

candidates (Skinner 2011). Likewise, this works seeks to find similar evidence of informal party 

behavior in the realm of Super PACs, where I believe parties are likely to have turned as a result 

of the legal constraints that they have otherwise been presented with. Such an informal network 

structure of Super PACs may be the only way for parties to prosper in an otherwise “hostile legal 

structure.” (Koger et al. 2016)  

Table 0.1: House and Senate Non-Party Independent Expenditures, 2008-2016 
            

(*in 2016 dollars)                              Source: Campaign Finance Institute 2016  

Year Election Non-Party Independent Expenditures* 

2016 House 136,232,412 

Senate 510,229,325 

2014 House 145,339,374 

Senate 392,624,424 

2012 House 206,890,580 

Senate 271,061,435 

2010 House 107,720,841 

Senate 107,032,807 

2008 House 28,933,997 

Senate 19,814,907 
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If this argument is convincing, then what remains to be decided is which types of Super 

PAC candidate interactions to consider constitutive of relational ties. To maintain consistency in 

our analysis, this dissertation will exclude from analysis any independent expenditures made in 

an election with greater than 2 candidates. This provision avoids the difficulty in attempting to 

determine which candidate benefits the most from a negative advertisement attacking their 

opponent when there is more than one candidate that stands to benefit. By including independent 

expenditures made in opposition to candidates in our analysis, we are in effect treating a $10,000 

independent expenditure supporting Candidate X as equivalent to a $10,000 independent 

expenditure opposing Candidate Y, where Candidate X and Candidate Y are in a 2-person 

election. While this is a difficult methodological choice, it is necessary in order to build an 

accurate assessment of overall network dynamics. Failing to capture negative independent 

expenditures, particularly when this constitutes a large proportion of Super PAC spending, would 

result in an unrepresentative picture of the party network terrain.   

The next section of this introduction will discuss the key concepts, findings, and 

theoretical debates in the extant political network literature. This dissertation will pay special 

attention to questions about the shape of political parties. We utilize Super PACs, donors, and 

recipient candidates to detect elements of party network structure as well. Finally, we will 

examine the effects that Super PAC types have on electoral results, using network measures in 

regression analysis.  

0.2 Concepts and theory 

 0.2.1 Concepts 

 While social network analysis has been a central tool in several fields, most notably 

sociology and anthropology, it has not yet been widely embraced as a methodological approach 
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in the field of political science, either from the perspective of students or practitioners (Lazer 

2011). However, this does not entail that network analysis as a theoretical concept has been 

uncommon. One definition from an introduction to network analysis makes clear how wide a 

terrain it covers, as it describes a social network as “the articulation of a social relationship, 

ascribed or achieved, among individuals, families, households, villages, communities, regions, 

and so on.” (Bandyopadhyay et al. 2011, pg. 1) Moreover, much of political science literature 

has been concerned with understanding the power dynamics between political actors, which 

presupposes a relational, or network view of those actors.  In one of the most commonly cited 

works on political networks, Knoke makes the argument that political analysts are “unwitting 

structuralists” for this reason—in other words, even if political scientists do not often use 

network analysis explicitly in their methodological approach, it is a concept that underlies much 

of what we do (Knoke 1990, pg. 1).  

While explicit network analysis has not been central to political science studies, several 

eminent works have focused on the importance of associational dynamics in society. Bereleson 

et al.’s landmark study of public opinion in the 1948 general election in the small town of 

Elmira, New York “concluded with sharp recognition of the importance of the voters’ personal 

influence on one another…” (Berelson et al. 1954, pg.ix). This was an early glance into the role 

that social contagion, a key network concept, can play in the formation of belief. Putnam’s 2000 

work Bowling Alone, while not engaging in micro-analysis of networks, focused on the macro-

level societal effects of associational ties between individuals, or in this case the lack thereof. 

 The effects of ties between actors in a network can therefore often be as interesting as the 

shape of the network itself. As Knoke argues, implementing network analysis to visually 

represent the relationship between various actors is useful, but falls short of its full potential, 
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which is to explain some behavior of the actors within the network (pg. 9). Thus, while it will be 

interesting to note that the overall level of network clustering has changed over time in our 

candidate networks in Chapter 2, we can also use the level of network clustering as an 

independent variable to explain levels of polarization in and between political parties. In short, 

network analysis will enable us to not only view the relative levels of power among various 

actors in elections, but also to explain some elements of electoral behavior. 

 While understanding power relations, especially which actors are dominant or influential, 

motivates many cases of network analysis, other scholars have sought to understand the 

communities that exist in networks. A community or “faction” can be generally defined as a 

cohesive group of actors that are connected more densely to each other than to other actors in 

separate communities (Newman and Girvan 2004). This approach was used by Koger et al. in 

their 2009 study, which looked for evidence of an extended party network (EPN) using the 

sharing of donor lists between interest groups. They found that there were 3 main factions in 

their network, with the top two being a democratic/liberal community and a 

Republican/conservative community (Koger et al. 2009, pg. 644).  

In other words, they used community detection to find some evidence of polarization in 

their information-sharing network, where interest groups were tied together if one shared a donor 

list with the other in exchange for a rental fee (pg. 639). On the other hand, Grossman and 

Dominguez examine affiliation networks, where two interest groups are considered connected 

whenever they have supported the same candidate. They find evidence of polarization in an 

electoral context, but not in a legislative context (Grossman and Dominguez 2009, pg. 773). 

Affiliation networks have a precise technical definition in network studies, but for the purposes 

of differentiating them from what are known as “directed” networks, they involve ties based on 
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shared behavior or “affiliations”, rather than based on a direct connection like a customer being 

connected to a company by purchasing that company’s products (Lattanzi and Sivakumar 2009, 

pg. 428). An affiliation network could be a network of doctors who are connected by having 

graduated from the same medical school, for example. Thus, even if one does not accept the 

argument presented above with respect to Super PACs being directly related to the candidates 

they support, you need not reject our later analyses, as they can also be interpreted as an 

affiliation network where candidates are connected by having a Super PAC that supports each of 

them, or as Super PACs that are connected by having a candidate that they support in common. 

An affiliation-based approach will be applied to Super PACs in the Chapter 2 to detect evidence 

of polarization. It will also be used to detect rifts between candidates that rely solely on 

ideological groups versus party groups. The underlying logic to such an approach is that 

individuals who are like each other are more likely to form ties, also known as homophily (Lazer 

2011, pg. 62).  

 0.2.2 Theoretical debates 

 The idea of a political party as a network rather than a structured institution is an old one. 

Schattschneider, one of the earliest scholars of political parties, noted that the “extralegal 

character” of parties is one of their most unique qualities (Schattschneider 1942, pg. 11). It is this 

extralegal character which permits an informal network of political actors to form. Yet, 

Schattschneider was also careful to distinguish the “real party”—a political organization that 

seeks and secures power—from “pressure groups”, which aim not at controlling the government, 

but rather influencing policy from the outside-in (pg. 35). Likewise, V.O. Key was careful to 

divide the party. For Key, a political party was best conceptualized as a tripartite model 

consisting of the party in the electorate, the party in office, and the party organization (Key 
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1955). For modern scholars of political parties, these distinctions are somewhat less meaningful 

(although see La Raja and Schaffner 2015). Most notably, Cohen et al. set off a new trajectory of 

political party research wherein they take as their starting point “a focus on group and activist 

demands for policy.” (Cohen et al. 2010, pg. 29).  

 This is to be contradistinguished from the theory of political parties promulgated by 

Aldrich in the first edition of Why Parties?, which centered on the “ambitious politician” in 

discussions of political parties. For Aldrich, a political party “is the creature of the politicians, 

the ambitious office seeker and office holder”, and is therefore an “endogeneous institution.” 

(Aldrich 1995, pg. 4). In this view, it is not groups and their policy concerns that drive political 

parties, but election-seeking individuals. These individuals then form legislative “long 

coalitions” for the simple reason that it is more efficient to do so than to form a new coalition on 

each legislative vote. This interpretation is consistent with Downs, who argues that candidates 

are driven to form coalitions and then adopt whatever policies will maximize their chance of 

winning office (Downs 1957).  

 What mainly divides the Aldrich school of political parties from the group-centered view 

is the degree to which they believe that interest groups can work cooperatively with, or within, 

political parties. If this interaction is always relatively seamless, then it makes sense to consider 

them a contingent of one extended party network. On the other hand, if interest groups are more 

frequently at odds with political parties because the former value policy while the latter value 

winning elections at all costs, then they are better thought of as conceptually distinct entities 

(Heaney 2010, pg. 568). However, there is an important objection to be raised against this 

proposed dichotomy. Political parties often have their own set of policy preferences that are not 

always related to maximizing their chances of election; yet, paradoxically, parties do not 
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intentionally choose policies that will harm them electorally. Instead, they take advantage of 

“electoral blind spots.” (Bawn et al. 2012, pg. 571) An electoral blind spot is some policy 

domain which is not salient to the voting public, and which a political party can therefore take a 

position on and adopt as part of their platform without suffering electoral costs, thereby bringing 

an interest group into its coalition. This resolves the supposed tension between election-minded 

parties and policy-minded interest groups, and gives the party writ large the added benefit of that 

interest group’s endorsement, resources, and mobilization abilities. Supplementing this 

theoretical argument, scholars of political advertisements have recently found that the interaction 

between interest groups and parties is largely typified by cooperation, although there is a small 

degree of influence (or “hijacking”) that is attempted as well (Franz et al. 2016). This trend may 

be different across political parties however, as Republicans have contended with an ideological 

faction of interest groups that does not exist in the same form on the Democratic side (Grossman 

and Hopkins 2015).  

 This dissertation will largely be operating according to the theory promulgated by the 

more group-centric school of political parties, which includes arguments set forth in The Party 

Decides as well as Bawn et al.’s 2012 study, particularly insofar as it embraces a diverse group 

of policy-demanding actors—in our case Super PACs—as crucial to understanding the party in 

general. This extends on the argument made by Skinner et al. in their 2012 article examining the 

networked behavior of 527 committees, an older campaign vehicle utilized by party actors in the 

response to the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act. They use the employment history of these 527 

committees to show that party behavior extends beyond the “formal party network”, finding that 

modeling the party network with such groups shows a clear Republican and Democratic faction 

with unique properties (Skinner et al. 2012, pg. 67). We expect to find a similar dynamic through 
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the network analysis of Super PACs. At the same time, we will be attuned to evidence of 

Aldrich’s theory, which may arguably show up to the extent that Super PACs appear candidate-

driven rather than policy-driven. In some cases, Super PACs may support a single election-

minded candidate, but in other instances they may have their own set of unique policy 

preferences that guide who they choose to support. Overall, we may be likely to find empirical 

evidence supporting both schools of thought.  

0.3 Argument and structure of the dissertation 

0.3.1 Argument 

 This dissertation makes two respective contributions to the political science literature on 

party networks. The first is methodological in nature. Through a typology, network analysis, and 

regression analysis, I show that the use of Super PACs as a unit of observation can provide valid 

and useful insight into political party networks that is sorely missed when focusing solely on 

actors that can make and accept direct contributions, such as PACs and individual donors. The 

second is a theoretical contribution. I show that, as a result of constraints placed on the ability of 

political parties to rally behind their preferred candidates via direct contributions, they have 

increasingly turned to the informal network structure of Super PACs, where their resources are 

unbound. Thus, this dissertation contributes towards the view of political parties as networked 

actors who, in this case, utilize a web of groups with divergent interests to mobilize resources 

towards their preferred candidates. First, I show that candidates connected to party groups make 

up more densely clustered communities than any other type of group, through both a normalized 

comparison of clusters and an exponential random graph model analysis. Second, I demonstrate 

that being connected to these party groups, controlling for amount of money given in a dyad, has 

a more positive effect on election outcomes than being connected to any other group type. 
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Overall, these results suggest that explicit party groups maintain a central role in elections, while 

over time trends suggest that single candidate vehicles may be gaining some parity.  

 0.3.2 Structure of the dissertation  

 This dissertation is structured as follows. In Chapter 1, I discuss previous literature on 

Super PACs and set forth criteria for developing a Super PAC typology. I test these typological 

criteria on a sample of 30 groups with preliminary network analysis. After validating the criteria, 

I engage in a full coding of the population of Super PACs. These group types are then used as a 

variable in network analysis in Chapter 2, where we analyze the network of Super PACs and 

candidates to look for evidence of party structure in networks, represented in both one-mode and 

two-mode structures. We will also look for evidence of clustering in the network, with the 

expectation that we will find factions in the party. Finally, we use an ERGM analysis to 

understand whether the level of clustering in different group types is statistically different than 

what we would expect if ties between candidates were randomly assigned. In Chapter 3, we 

engage in a regression analysis where we determine which group type seems to have the greatest 

positive effect on general election vote share for House and Senate candidates, respectively, with 

various controls. Finally, we conclude by discussing the implications of our findings from the 

typological, network, and regression analysis for our modern conception of political parties, and 

specifically what we can stand to learn about political parties by using campaign finance data in 

future research.  
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Chapter 1 

A Typology of Super PACs: 2010-2016 

1.1 Introduction: Campaign finance and Super PACs 

1.1.1 Puzzle and literature review 

 Since the inception of Super PACs, there has been an enormous amount of journalistic 

and academic attention paid to their behavior in elections. What makes Super PACs so 

noteworthy as an entity is that they can accept political contributions in unlimited amounts, as 

well as make election expenditures supporting and opposing candidates in unlimited amounts. 

This is directly due to the dual federal court decisions of Citizens United v. FEC (2010) and 

Speechnow v. FEC (2010), which argued, respectively, that groups can spend in unlimited 

amounts from their treasuries, as well as raise money in unlimited amounts. During any given 

election cycle, it is common to encounter news articles describing Super PACs spending millions 

of dollars independently supporting or opposing various candidates.  

Academic literature has varied widely in its questions about Super PACs, although 

special attention has been paid to the amount of money spent by such groups, as well as their 

ability to retain anonymity, both as a group and for their donors. The most cited work of political 

science on the subject, written by Dowling and Miller (2014), largely focuses on the effect of 

Super PAC expenditures on candidate performance, as well as the public perception of Super 

PACs. Dowling and Miller also give a detailed history of how Super PACs relate to similar 

campaign finance vehicles that have existed in the past, and in what ways they are quite distinct 

from those prior groups (pg. 37). Garrett examines the amount of spending in federal elections 

since the inception of Super PACs, finding that the cost of those elections has steadily increased 
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post-2010 (2016). Dowling and Wichowsky found in related research that Super PACs may be 

contributing to the growth in negative political advertising (2015), as they are able to bear the 

brunt of “backlash” costs from citizens who dislike negative advertisements, while also 

providing unmitigated benefit to the candidates they support (pg. 28).  Late night television 

programs like The Colbert Report have lampooned the notion that these groups are independent 

of the candidates that they support to great educational effect (Hardy et al. 2014). This 

impression has been bolstered by a 2016 analysis of advertisements by Super PACs, which found 

that they tend to behave as “loyal foot soldiers”, amplifying the messages of the candidate they 

support rather than influencing them (Franz et al. 2016).  

 While this campaign finance literature has been effective in elucidating the nature and 

effects of Super PACs, there has not yet been a systematic attempt to fit them into extant theories 

of political parties (although see Hamm et al. 2014 and Boatright et al. 2016). In The Party 

Decides, the authors outline a theory of how political parties constitute a more diverse set of 

actors than has been heretofore included by party scholars (Cohen et al. 2010). They provide 

empirical evidence for this theory by showing the ways in which seemingly disparate groups 

tend to rally around a single presidential nominee in primary contests. In the campaign finance 

environment, this theory entails that disparate groups will tend to form coalitions around 

candidates via independent expenditures. As of this writing, scholars have found that Super 

PACs representing the party have not tended to get involved in primary elections contests at the 

federal level, casting some doubt on the hypothesis that a political party chooses its champion 

through Super PAC activity (Boatright et al. 2016, pg.22). On the other hand, there has been 

some evidence of party-affiliated Super PACs raising money on a national level to intervene 
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selectively in state elections, although this behavior may be on the decline (Hamm et al. 2014, 

pg. 306; Malbin et al. 2017).  

While the literature on Super PACs has been plentiful, it has sometimes treated Super 

PACs as a monolithic entity rather than a vehicle for the diverse interests of political actors. If 

Super PACs were monolithic in nature, why do we see groups that support one candidate during 

a single election, then disappear, while we also see Super PACs that have supported various 

candidates across multiple election cycles? Why do we see Super PACs that have supported and 

opposed candidates of the same political party? Why do we see Super PACs that have supported 

candidates of both political parties?  

This chapter, like the work as a whole, is motivated by the theory that Super PACs, like 

political parties in general, tend to behave as a loosely structured network of groups that may 

have divergent interests, but that may rally around candidates based on a coordinated goal. As 

Masket puts it in his 2015 chapter on political parties, what we have in a party are not 

fragmented sets of actors who are irreconcilable, but a networked group of diverse actors, 

including candidates, officeholders, activists, donors, and media figures, all of whom work 

together to decide who will get nominated to office and win (Masket 2015). Thus, this chapter 

merely focuses on two pieces of this networked group: Super PACs and the candidates whom 

they support and oppose. We examine the motives underlying the connections between these 

groups so that we may better understand a. the balance of power among different interests in the 

network and b. how different interests may rally around particular candidates (as we will see in 

Chapter 2).  
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1.1.2 Argument 

 I argue that one can develop a typology of Super PACs that largely follows previous 

works of political science in sorting political groups into various categories (Wilson 1995) as 

well as work on the motivations of political contributors (Francia et al. 2003). Specifically, I 

argue that Super PACs can be broken down into 6 primary categories: party, ideological, issue, 

labor, business, and single race groups. I develop criteria to sort Super PACs into each of these 

categories that take account of not only their donation behavior, but also the group’s self-

description on their websites and social media accounts, news articles describing the group’s 

background, and their political advertisements. The goal of this typology is to shed light on how 

the network of Super PACs in federal elections behaves largely as a normal political network: 

that is, they take on the shape of the underlying variance of political interests in the network.  

1.1.3 Key results and structure of the chapter 

 Overall, I find that there is a significant contingent of single race groups that has been 

steadily growing over time, coming to a pronounced peak in 2016. Such groups exist to support a 

single candidate in one election. However, some of the groups that may be mistaken as “single 

race” based on their donation behavior are in fact affiliated with a political party, or funded by 

well-known ideological donors. Moreover, there is a clear tendency for ideological groups to be 

conservative rather than liberal, consistent with an ideological fractionalization that has occurred 

more so on the right than the left. Party groups also weigh in heavily in elections in terms of both 

their frequency and their sum of money spent via independent expenditures, despite fears that 

they have been handicapped by hard campaign contributions limits. Overall, Super PACs tend to 

be dominated by party and single race groups in federal elections, with party groups making up 

the bulk of independent expenditures (see Figure 1.9).  
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 This chapter proceeds by first describing the methodology for gathering Super PAC data. 

Then, I develop a system for coding each Super PAC into the various types. Next, I present the 

cross-sectional and time series results of this typology. Finally, I discuss the implications of these 

results for the remaining chapters of the dissertation and draw a brief conclusion about how this 

typology helps us to understand the motivations of Super PACs.  

1.2 Methodology 

1.2.1 Data gathering and criteria for inclusion 

To put together a list of Super PACs, we use a list of all such groups compiled on the 

Center for Responsive Politics’ “OpenSecrets” website8910. After pulling all Super PACs which 

have been active in federal election cycles from 2010 through 2016, we find that there are 3604 

unique Super PACs. These include groups that supported candidates for the House of 

Representatives, Senate, and Presidency. The OpenSecrets data contains 6 variables: a group 

variable indicating the name of the Super PAC, a variable listing the candidate that the group 

supports or opposes, a continuous variable measuring the total independent expenditures made in 

each election cycle, an indicator variable measuring whether the given group has a liberal or 

conservative ideology, the total amount of money that the group raised in each cycle, and a year 

variable indicating the election year.  

I merge this data with FEC records pulled from their bulk downloads FTP website, where 

one can find details on each political committee registered with the FEC11. All Super PACs are 

                                                           
8 https://www.opensecrets.org/pacs/superpacs.php?cycle=2010  
9 While this data can also be extracted from FEC records, their independent expenditures data mix many kinds of 
actors together, including 501c organizations and individual people, who for reasons relating to disclosure of their 
donors and rules regulating their spending behavior are not directly comparable to independent expenditure only 
committees. See Jane Mayer’s Dark Money (2015) for an excellent in-depth analysis of how 501c organizations 
have influenced political networks, particularly on the right. 
10 We exclude national, state, and local political party committees because, despite their ability to engage in 
independent expenditures, they remain subject to limits on the hard contributions that they may receive. 
11 https://classic.fec.gov/finance/disclosure/ftp_download.shtml  
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in principle required to register with the FEC, so this will be a useful resource as we explore 

relationships between these groups and the candidates that they donate to. Among the FEC 

variables that will be useful in our analysis will be their independent expenditures, specific 

candidate recipients of those expenditures, as well as whether those expenditures were in support 

of or opposition to those candidates. The FEC data also includes each Super PAC’s “statement of 

organization”, which will prove integral to unearthing defunct group websites. This data will be 

put to full use in Chapter 2 where we engage in network analysis on the full data set, but it will 

also be used to test our qualitative coding approach on a sample of 30 Super PACs.  

We subset our Super PAC data to include only those groups that gave greater than $0 in 

independent expenditures. There are 2 motivations for this, but the chief reason is that in Chapter 

2 we will be modeling our network based on independent expenditures, and if a group has not 

made any independent expenditures then there is no basis to include them in the network model. 

There is an additional argument to be made that any Super PACs that have not engaged in 

independent expenditures are not likely to be groups that had much of an impact on elections. 

One reasonable objection to this argument is that Super PACs can make other expenditures that 

are not tracked by the FEC as independent expenditures specifically supporting or opposing a 

candidate, including but not limited to administering polls for a candidate, get out the vote 

efforts, and opposition research. Unfortunately, the FEC reporting of these latter expenditures as 

being on behalf of or in opposition to a given candidate can be shoddy, making it difficult to 

build an accurate picture of this element of Super PAC spending, particularly for the sake of 

modeling a network. However, future research should examine this element of spending closely 

as well, as it is often more difficult to trace than political advertisements, and therefore receives 

less attention despite being potentially as important for candidates. For our purposes, focusing 
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only on independent expenditures spent on advertisements will be sufficient to understand the 

behavior of the network.  

After removing those Super PACs that gave $0 in independent expenditures, we are left 

with 720 unique groups12. Of these 720 groups, we take a random sample of 30. We will validate 

our typological approach with a simple depiction of the network before proceeding to code the 

entire data set. We use a typology on this random sample borrowed in part from Boatright et al. 

2016. The categories in this typology of groups include: single race, party, ideological, issue, 

labor, business, and one residual category we simply call “other”. The primary source of 

information that we use to categorize groups is their group websites.  

However, there are a couple of obstacles here. First, many of these Super PACs never 

create a website, or have any online social media presence whatsoever. This could be for a 

variety of reasons, but chief among them may be that a significant incentive to create a Super 

PAC in the first place is so that one can maintain a degree of anonymity while supporting your 

preferred candidates with unlimited funds, either by receiving donations for the Super PAC from 

a 501c organization, which is not required to report its donors, or by choosing a Super PAC 

name that is so anodyne that the average citizen is unlikely to know who or what it represents 

(see e.g. Dowling and Wichowsky 2015). The second obstacle is that even for those Super PACs 

that do create a website, they are often no longer available because the groups only existed to 

support candidates for a specific election cycle. To overcome this difficulty, we utilize 

archive.org, also known as “The Wayback Machine”, an excellent resource housed by the 

                                                           
12 As discussed in the introduction, we will exclude any independent expenditures from our Chapter 2 analysis that 
were spent in opposition to candidates in elections with greater than 2 candidates, as it is quite difficult to assess 
which candidate the group intends to benefit, and therefore which candidate the group has a relational connection to. 
This would also entail that we should also remove any groups from the typology which meet the following criteria: 
(1) the group made only opposing independent expenditures and (2) the group made those independent expenditures 
in races with greater than 2 candidates. As it turns out, none of the groups met these two criteria, so no further 
exclusion was necessary.  
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology. This website captures and stores snapshots of historical 

websites, enabling us to retrieve information about these groups from past election cycles. The 

third and final obstacle is that even when these websites exist, they are not always listed in FEC 

records. When they are, they are included in the group’s “statement of organization” (see 

Appendix, Figure A.1). 

Where a group website or social media account (e.g. a group Facebook page or Twitter 

account) is not available, we secondarily rely on news articles about the groups, which often 

describe their goals, behavior, and the individuals involved in the Super PAC, whether they be 

part of the organizations or specific donors that fund it. Where no group website or news articles 

exist, we turn to any political advertisements that they have aired, particularly digital 

advertisements. While these advertisements do not always provide information as to the group’s 

purpose or background, it will often give valuable context beyond simply the candidate that they 

support. For example, the advertisement may emphasize a given ideology, or highlight a specific 

issue that is important to the group. Finally, if there is no group website, news article, or political 

advertisement for the group, we rely on the group’s donors to guide our coding. Admittedly, this 

is not always the strongest criterion for understanding a group’s background. For example, it 

would be a mistake to associate a given group with the casino industry merely because Sheldon 

Adelson, a well-known Republican financier who made his money through casinos, was their 

largest donor. Fortunately, we could retrieve a website or a news article about the group in 27 of 

30 cases in our random sample of Super PACs. For the remaining 3 cases, we could find at least 

one political advertisement in each case. 

 For the typology itself, we apply the following rules. A Super PAC is marked as a “single 

race” group if both: (1) the group website, news article, or political advertisement indicates that 
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the group specifically supports only one candidate, and (2) all independent expenditures are in 

support of one candidate. A Super PAC is coded as a “party” group if both: (1) the group 

website, news article, or political advertisement indicates that the group specifically supports or 

opposes one party, and (2) all independent expenditures are made in support of 1 or more 

candidates of the same party and/or against 1 or more candidates of another party. If a group 

spends money opposing and supporting candidates of the same party, we do not consider them a 

party group per se. The reasoning for this is that such a group is valuing something above party 

affiliation of the candidate when they attack a member of the same party that they nevertheless 

may identify with.  

A Super PAC is coded as an “ideological” group if both (1) the group website, news 

article, or political advertisement indicates that the group specifically supports a given ideology 

(e.g. conservatism, liberalism), and (2) it fills one of the following two criteria: either (a) the 

group website, news article, or political advertisement demonstrates that the group advocates that 

ideology rather than support or opposition to a political party, or (b) the group spends money 

both supporting and opposing members of the same political party. The latter behavior may 

evidence a kind of “purity testing” for candidates to be accepted as that group’s preferred 

candidate, indicating the importance of ideology to the group. We categorize as an “issue” group 

any Super PAC where the group website indicates that both (1) the group specifically supports 

candidates based on one or more issues, and (2) there is no focus on a specific partisanship or 

ideology. We categorize as a “business” group any Super PAC where the group website indicates 

that the group is affiliated with a specific industry or company, and likewise for labor groups 

where their group website indicates that it is affiliated with a specific labor union. Finally, we 

categorize a Super PAC as “other” whenever they do not fit into the previous categories, also 
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known as a residual category. For groups that have only spent money on independent 

expenditures opposing candidates, the rules above apply in the same way, except as follows: (1) 

for single race groups, all independent expenditures must be spent against the electoral opponent 

of the candidate the group supports, (2) for party groups, all independent expenditures must be 

spent against the party opposed to the one the group supports, and (3) for ideological groups, 

where applicable, independent expenditures may be used as a coding factor if and only if they 

are made against candidates from both major parties13. 

In addition to this group variable, we add several other self-coded fields, including the 

candidate that the group supports if they are a candidate group, the party they support if they are 

a party group, their ideology if they are an ideological group, their issue of focus if they are an 

issue group, the labor union if they are a labor group, and the business/industry if they are a 

business group. We also include links to the group websites, which are extracted primarily from 

FEC statements of organizations, as well as news articles and political advertisements where 

available. A selection of the top 15 alphabetical groups in this data is available in the Appendix 

in Table A.1. Finally, we make several notes of interest that are extracted from the group 

websites, news articles, and political advertisements to understand Super PAC behavior and 

networks in more depth.  

 

 

 

 

                                                           
13 The logic for this last rule is that it would otherwise be difficult to differentiate an ideologically conservative 
group opposing Republicans with independent expenditures from a Democratic party group doing so, or an 
ideologically liberal group.  
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1.3 Results 

1.3.1 Sample analysis 

I begin by presenting the results of the hand coding of a random sample of Super PACs 

that spent greater than $0 in independent expenditures in a federal election cycle from 2010 

through 2016. In total, there were 720 such groups, from which I drew a random sample of 30. 

These groups varied in their election involvement, from groups who have participated in each of 

the 4 election cycles in our data, to groups that existed solely for the purpose of supporting one 

candidate in one election in one year—an example of the former being the prolific “House 

Majority PAC” which has supported numerous Democratic candidates since 2010, and an 

example of the latter being “Independent Leadership For New Hampshire,” a group which was 

active for a brief interval in 2016 only to support a Scott Brown Senate candidacy in New 

Hampshire that never became anything but hypothetical. 

Figure 1.1: Super PAC Typology, Sample. 

The median group in my sample raised $259,725, and spent about $116,363.50 on 

independent expenditures. While this is undoubtedly a large sum from the perspective of the 

average citizen (the median family income in the U.S. in 2016 was $72,707), the distribution of 
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total group expenditures among this sample is large, with one standard deviation in independent 

expenditure spending equaling over $5,000,000. However, this is primarily driven by one outlier 

in the sample that spent over $30,000,000 across 4 election cycles. Nonetheless, this is a decent 

approximation of overall Super PAC dynamics, which do tend to be dominated by a small 

number of groups giving vast amounts of money to several candidates, with the preponderance 

of groups giving relatively smaller amounts of money to one, or perhaps two candidates.   

We now turn to the results of the hand coding. We successfully coded 90% of the groups 

based on their website and/or news articles about them. For the remainder, we relied on a 

combination of political advertisements and donation data. The resulting typology is pictured in 

Figure 1.1 above. There was a nearly even mix of party, single race, and issue groups, with 

ideological groups making up 7 fewer groups compared to the top 2 types. Among the 

ideological groups, 2 were conservative while one was liberal. Party groups broke down into 5 

Republican groups and 4 Democratic party groups. That there was parity between Republicans 

and Democrats provides some cursory evidence that Democrats have perhaps been as willing to 

make use of Super PACs as Republicans, suggesting that modeling networks based on such 

groups may be a reliable mechanism for examining overall party behavior. 

Issue groups in our sample had a wide range of focuses, including education, electing 

independents, agriculture, humanism, improving the city of Baltimore, healthcare, real estate, 

energy, and ironically, campaign finance reform. The fact that so many of these groups fit the 

criteria of “issue” organizations may be somewhat surprising, given the dominating narratives of 

polarization and ideology in the elections literature, as well as our understanding of how many 

issues have become “ideologically sorted” over time (Noel 2014). The lesson here may be that 

the advent of Super PACs as a vehicle that can raise and spend money in unlimited amounts has 
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enabled individuals to fund and thereby amplify niche projects in an electoral context to a greater 

degree. While the creators of such issue groups often fit the profile of a policy entrepreneur, such 

as Tom Steyer or Michael Bloomberg, you also have individuals with interests that are highly 

specific, such as the creator of “Vape PAC”, who’s website details their fight for your “right to 

vape responsibly.” Contrast this transparent issue-minded goal with a group like “Suburban 

Voters For Choice,” an organization which ostensibly exists to lobby on the issue of reproductive 

health, but is in fact a single candidate organization supporting the candidacy of Raja 

Krishnamoorthi in Illinois’ 8th district in the House14. 

Figure 1.2: Bi-Partite Sample Network, 2010-2016. 

Finally, single race groups make up a significant chunk of the sample, which is consistent 

with the findings of other scholars (see Boatright et al. 2016). Candidates benefit from these 

organizations running an auxiliary campaign funded by a very small pool of donors, so long as 

they do not break the direct and explicit coordination rule. These groups are not what we would 

think of as typical “interest groups” that exist to lobby politicians, express the interests of their 

members, and in general have a continuous effect on legislative politics. Rather, they are most 

                                                           
14 The Center for Public Integrity details how the group is completely funded by family members of Krishnamoorthi. 
See here: https://www.publicintegrity.org/2012/03/16/8436/illinois-democrat-gets-eleventh-hour-boost-family-
funded-super-pac  
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often ephemeral “one-off” vehicles that mirror the interests of the candidates themselves (see 

also Franz et al. 2016 for the ways in which Super PACs have tended to enhance rather than 

hijack candidate messaging). 

Overall, the breakdown of Super PACs in our sample suggests that political networks are 

about equal parts strict party groups and narrower interests, with the latter consisting of a 

combination of both issue and single race groups. Contrary to the work of La Raja and Schaffner 

(2015), therefore, party groups do seem to carry some weight in the Super PAC universe, despite 

having been handicapped by outdated party contribution limits in the Federal Election Campaign 

Act (La Raja and Schaffner 2015, pg. 28-29). More will be said on that subject after the full 

analysis of groups. 

We now turn to whether a representation of this network sample will validate our 

findings about these different sets of groups. While we do not expect each group to be precisely 

clustered into what we coded by hand, we will look for a rough approximation of it. Above in 

Figure 1.2 is a representation of a sample directed network as two-mode data, where there are 

two classes of actors: candidates and Super PACs, with the ties between them representing that 

the Super PAC spent money supporting the candidate15. There are about 5 clusters in the data, 

defined as nodes that are more densely connected to each other than other nodes. This becomes 

clearer when viewing the network as one mode data in Figure 1.3 below, where the single class 

is candidates that are tied when they share a mutual Super PAC that spent money in support of 

them, regardless of the election cycle (i.e. an affiliation network).  

In the bipartite network depicted in Figure 1.2, the biggest cluster is one Super PAC, the 

National Association of Realtors Congressional Fund, which is connected to numerous 

                                                           
15 The data used for this network representation and methods involved are discussed in greater detail in the 
methodology section of Chapter 2. 
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candidates, whereas the other cluster with many connections contains three Super PACs. That 

the large isolated Super PAC cluster represents the National Association of Realtors makes some 

sense, as they are known for donating large amounts of money to candidates on both sides of the 

aisle—we have this group coded as a business group based on their group website. The other 

cluster appears to be a Democratic one, containing one of the better-known democratic groups, 

House Majority PAC. It also contains a labor union backed group, Working Families for Hawaii.  

Labels are provided for those groups which have greater than 2 connections to candidates. 

Figure 1.3: Unipartite Sample Candidate Network, 2010-2016. 

Another key inference from viewing the network graphically is that there are many 

isolated nodes, less than half of which, upon closer analysis, turn out to be single race groups. 

Later this finding will prove true for the full data as well: that a group only spent money in 

support of one candidate from 2010 through 2016 is not a good predictor of their group type. It is 

also worth noting that in most social network analyses, no matter the subject matter, networks 

tend to follow a power law distribution where a small number of actors have many connections 

and the large majority have very few (Adamic et al. 2001). In other words, a group having few 

connections should be common, and is there unlikely to be a perfect signal of the type of group it 

is. There is no cluster of ideological groups in our sample network, but because they make up a 
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very small percentage of our overall sample analysis this is not too concerning. In Chapter 2 we 

will perform checks in the overall analysis of groups for Super PACs that are generally known to 

be ideological, such as the Senate Conservatives Fund, to see if they are contained within 

similarly ideological clusters.  

Overall, while a useful technique in principle, the network analysis of our sample did not 

give us much indication as to whether our typological approach was appropriate. Some examples 

of Super PACs that appeared to be single race, such as a set of Super PACs affiliated with the 

staff of Republican Senator John Cornyn, were in fact not single race groups, but party groups 

active in elections across 3 states. This bolsters the argument that looking at donation behavior in 

a vacuum is not sufficient to understand the motivations of a given group, but rather should be 

taken into consideration along with other group characteristics, which may only emerge through 

qualitative analysis. To be clear, this cuts against other approaches in the field, such as that used 

by Adam Bonica in the Database on Ideology and Money in Elections (2014) to approximate the 

ideology of groups and candidates, as well as that used by the Center for Responsive Politics in 

its description of individual Super PACs, which rely solely on donation behavior. This chapter 

argues that a comprehensive approach is necessary to avoid the circularity of predicting donation 

behavior (i.e. connections) using donation behavior. Thus, we proceed with coding the remainder 

of the groups and present our results.  

1.3.2 Breakdown of overall results 

 After coding the entire set of groups, we present our new breakdown of types below in 

Figure 1.4. Compared to Figure 1.1, we find that there is a pronounced increase in the number of 

single race groups relative to the other types. While we found a roughly equal ratio of party to 

issue groups, as before, the single race groups now outnumber each of those types by more than 
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a 3:2 ratio. The reason for this change between the sample data and the full data will become 

clear when we examine over-time changes in the relative group types. The other significant 

change in proportions of group types in the full analysis is in the ideological group type, which 

outnumbers issue groups in the full data. It may be that we missed such groups in the sample by 

random chance, which helps explain why we did not find an ideological cluster in our network 

sample. 

Figure 1.4: Super PAC Typology, Full. 

 It is also interesting to note that the number of party groups outnumbers the frequency of 

both ideological and issue groups, albeit by a small margin. Recent scholars of parties have 

argued that political parties are disadvantaged by strict regulations on contributions to political 

party committees, and that the financial floodgates opened by the dual 2010 federal court 

decisions have by and large disadvantaged them by re-directing electoral funds to ideological 

actors (La Raja and Schaffner 2015). While this may be true with respect to the advent of single 

race groups that we are observing here, it is not true with respect to the ideological groups that 

La Raja and Schaffner are concerned with. In other words, it appears that party groups may be 
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doing their part to use Super PACs to advance the interests of centrist actors within the party 

enterprise, thereby, in theory, acting as a moderating influence in politics through a somewhat 

unexpected vehicle. However, we must be careful not to mistake the number of party Super 

PACs to represent party power, as it is ultimately the amount of money that they are spending 

that must be weighed to understand how integral they are to a given network. That is why we 

will be using total amount spent to weight connections in our Chapter 2 network analysis. 

However, we also show that party groups often take the lead in aggregate independent 

expenditures in each election cycle in Figure 1.9.   

 We also discover an unanticipated type of group worthy of its own category that is best 

described as “anti-candidate.”  Initially, such groups were coded as issue groups, as they did not 

quite fit into the single race mold, but there were so many that we felt it appropriate to break 

them out separately16. Most of these groups appeared among those organizations that only spent 

money on independent expenditures to oppose a candidate (see Figure A.2 in Appendix). Such 

groups were judged to be motivated not simply by benefiting an opponent of the candidate that 

they opposed, but rather by a genuine disapproval for the candidate being targeted, irrespective 

of who they were running against. Donald Trump was by far the most frequent target of such 

groups—these group websites made no mention of Hillary Clinton and were not funded by 

known ideologically conservative or Republican Party donors.  

 

 

 

 

                                                           
16 The reason for these groups not fitting the single race criteria varied, but most often it was because they spent 
money in more than one election. The second most common reason was that we were unable to detect any evidence 
of support for the candidate being benefitted by the independent expenditure.  
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Table 1.1: Group Type Frequency, 2010-2016 

  

In Table 1.1 above we examine the changes in relative types over time. One key finding 

from this time-series data is that the single race group phenomenon peaked in 2016, where they 

made up 40% of all groups. The time trends also suggest that single race groups tend to be more 

present in presidential election years, while in midterm elections party groups take the lead. It is 

unclear precisely what happened in 2016, when single race groups had a larger disparity with 

other group types than in 2012. In Figure 1.9 we see that this disproportionality in frequency is 

mirrored in the aggregate independent expenditures made by single race groups. It may be that in 

presidential elections we should expect more single race groups to crop up to support individual 

candidates, particularly when there are crowded primary elections, as there were on the 

Republican side in 2012 and especially in 2016.  

Type 2010 2012 2014 2016 N 

Single Race 11% 32% 23% 40% 290 

Ideological 25% 15% 18% 14% 150 

Issue 20% 12% 18% 15% 141 

Party 26% 26% 28% 18% 212 

Other 5% 3% 4% 2% 29 

Anti-Candidate 3% 4% 4% 6% 46 

Labor 5% 4% 3% 4% 34 

Business 5% 4% 2% 1% 23 
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In Figure 1.5 below, we turn to examine the breakdown of political parties within party 

groups, as well as the breakdown in ideologies among ideological groups. Plotting these 

breakdowns side by side demonstrates an intriguing discrepancy: while there are a roughly equal 

number of Republican and Democratic party groups, conservative groups outnumber liberal 

ideological groups by a ratio of nearly 4:1. This imbalance may represent a well-documented 

trend among party scholars.  

Figure 1.5: Party vs. Ideological Group Distribution. 

 

Whereas there has been an ideological faction of conservatives willing to attack 

Republican candidates they deem ideologically unfit, a similar left-leaning set of groups has thus 

far failed to materialize to the same extent (see e.g. Skocpol and Williamson 2016). On the other 

hand, we found that 86% of our “liberal” ideological groups also referred to themselves as 

“progressive,” often in contrast to mainstream Democrats. Thus, while our cross-sectional 

comparison shows that ideological fractionalization occurs more on the Republican side than the 

Democratic side in the network, this may be changing over time with the rise of presidential 

candidates like Bernie Sanders and the related progressive movement.            
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Figure 1.6 below plots bars representing the number of single race groups supporting a 

specific individual candidate, in descending order. The distribution here resembles a power law 

distribution as well—the modal number of groups supporting a given candidate is 1, by a 

significant margin. There is a separate cluster of candidates supported by 2 groups each, but it is 

much smaller than candidates supported by just a single group. This supports the notion that 

single race groups tend not to rally with other single race groups around the same supported 

candidate. On the other hand, there are a few outlier candidates that had 3 or more candidate 

groups supporting them, which are plotted in Figure 1.7. All such candidates were vying for the 

presidency in either a primary or general election, apart from Bill Cassidy. Donald Trump had by 

far the most single race groups supporting him by a margin of 17 groups.  

Figure 1.6: Candidate Distribution by Number of Groups Supporting (Single race only). 

This suggests two compelling findings. First, we appear to have been correct in 

hypothesizing that the increase in relative frequency of single race groups in 2016 and 2012 was 

driven by presidential elections. Something surrounding presidential elections, as opposed to 

congressional elections, appears to affect the frequency of single race groups. Second, the large 

gap between Donald Trump and the other presidential candidates listed in Figure 1.7 suggests 
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that these groups may have been attempting to make up for the relative lack of institutional party 

or ideological support for Trump, as he was not considered a champion of either mainstream 

establishment Republicans as tracked through primary election endorsements, or by conservative 

ideological donors like the Koch brothers that often fund Republican presidential candidates17. 

Figure 1.7: Candidate Distribution (3+ groups per candidate only). 

Finally, Figure 1.8 below plots the issue groups by frequency of the issue that they were 

focused on. The most prevalent issue was women’s health, particularly issues around abortion. 

Groups interested in women’s health cut both ways in terms of partisanship, largely along pro-

life/pro-choice lines. The second most prominent issue was the environment (see e.g. 

“environment”, “conservation”, “agriculture”, “climate”). What unifies these two groups is that 

they are issues that are often thrust onto the agenda via the activity of highly effective interest 

groups that mobilize voters.  

 The final type of group that should be noted is groups that are either run by, or 

completely funded by, a family member or former employee of the candidate that the group 

supports. We define these groups as a subset of single race groups, and there are 27 in total that 

                                                           
17 See fivethirtyeight.com’s primary endorsement tracker here: https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/2016-
endorsement-primary/  
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we were able to confirm as meeting this definition based on news articles about the groups. We 

call this subset “single candidate” groups. The relationship that these groups had to the 

candidates they supported varied, but most often the groups were run by former aides to the 

candidate being benefitted by the group’s expenditures. One might imagine that we would 

unearth even more affiliations were we to do a deep-dive on the staff of these groups from FEC 

records—we simply noted the existence of family/campaign affiliations when they appeared in 

prominent news articles. This final point is included simply to underline the general assumption 

of this dissertation in using Super PACs in network analysis, which is that these groups often 

have very clear relations to the candidates whom they support.  

 

Figure 1.8 Issue Group Distribution. 

1.3.3 Limitations 

One limitation that we face in a qualitative analysis like this is the inherent difficulty in 

disentangling the “real” motivations of groups. There are cases where it is not completely 

obvious whether a group ought to be one type over another. For example, because ideology has 
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become somewhat aligned with partisanship, there are groups that are party-oriented that 

nonetheless have the trappings of ideological groups. The group website may talk about the 

importance of conservatism, while their independent expenditures may be consistently in support 

of Republican candidates and consistently in opposition to Democratic candidates, rendering it 

somewhat indistinguishable from a normal Republican party group. It is of course not impossible 

that a group may be a loyalist to the Republican Party and also have conservative beliefs. Our 

goal in giving just one group type in such cases is to understand what is the primary motivator of 

these groups. This is an arduous task as it involves parsing a hierarchy of values that is not 

always transparent, but we have gathered a large amount of data, both qualitative and 

quantitative, in our attempt to do so to the best of our ability.  

1.4 Implications for party theory 

Figure 1.9: Total Independent Expenditures over time, by Group Type. 
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1.4.1 Growth of “single race” groups 

The biggest finding from this chapter is one that bolsters that found for primary elections 

by Boatright et al. in their 2016 analysis. That is, the advent of Super PACs seems to have led to 

a novel creation whereby candidates are able to rely, to some degree, on groups solely and 

exclusively dedicated to ensuring their electoral success. Not only did these groups enter the 

scene in 2010, they increased in prominence in presidential election years, coming to a head in 

the 2016 federal elections in which they constituted 40% of the overall groups. Given that this 

increase in 2016 was largely driven by Donald Trump, and that Trump was explicitly and 

repeatedly deprived of institutional resources from party, ideological, or issue groups, one 

wonders whether candidates will begin to emulate this model to achieve similar levels of 

electoral success as he did in 2016. Granted these circumstances may have been unique, but 

Trump’s unparalleled use of small donors plus the marked rise of single race Super PACs in his 

favor may beckon a new era of campaign finance in which candidates, particularly ones who are 

able to generate their own media coverage, need not rely on the financial resources typically 

provided by large donors affiliated with other factions18. Rather, they may use their personal 

brand to drive the creation of single race Super PACs to support them. This could be particularly 

effective for presidential candidates who are guaranteed a disproportionate amount of media 

attention compared to House and Senate candidates.   

1.4.2 Parties are heavily involved in the network 

On the other hand, Table 1.1 and Figure 1.9 demonstrate that party groups are in fact 

quite active in the network, spending the most in aggregate independent expenditures in 2014 

                                                           
18 http://www.cfinst.org/Press/PReleases/17-02-
21/President_Trump_with_RNC_Help_Raised_More_Small_Donor_Money_than_President_Obama_As_Much_As
_Clinton_and_Sanders_Combined.aspx  
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and 2016 federal elections and not falling far behind in 2010 or 2012. Moreover, they are the 

most frequent group type in midterm elections. When compared to ideological groups, the ones 

supposedly empowered by the floodgates of independent spending opened by Citizens United v. 

FEC and Speechnow v. FEC, it looks as though party resources far outflank those of the 

ideological purists, at least in federal elections. It will remain to be seen how this level of 

resources translates into power within the network in Chapter 2, and into electoral results in 

Chapter 3.  

1.4.3 Rift between ideological and party groups 

The final key finding to emerge from our typology is that there is a pronounced disparity 

in the number of conservative and liberal ideological groups that does not exist for party groups. 

Whereas there may be a slightly greater utilization of Super PACs among Republicans, 

conservative groups dominate the Super PAC ideological space by a significant margin as 

compared to liberal groups. It remains to be seen whether this margin translates into greater 

amount of money spent, and whether it has a demonstrable impact in elections. But, as a first cut 

into the data, we are already finding evidence that largely reinforces findings in the party 

literature that there is a conservative ideology emerging that is separate and distinct from the 

Republican Party writ large. 

1.5 Conclusion 

 In this chapter, we developed a set of criteria for sorting Super PACs into types based on 

their group websites, news articles, political advertisements, and donation behavior. We tested 

this approach by engaging in preliminary descriptive network analysis to look for visual 

evidence of the clusters that we qualitatively coded, finding that network analysis in general was 

not a highly effective means to validate a qualitative approach in this case due to the large 
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number of nodes with only one connection. This was due to the rise of single race groups, which 

are, by definition, isolated nodes with a single candidate attached, preventing them from entering 

a cluster.  

 It is worth emphasizing at this point that the growth of single-race groups within our 

network may represent something worth distinguishing from the rest of the network. Whereas 

our motivation in look at networks of Super PACs was to find elements of party-like behavior, 

the prominence of single race groups instead indicates the ability of candidates to rely on non-

networked groups to amplify their own campaigns and attack their opponents, all while avoiding 

that money coming from their own pockets, or being constrained by typical contribution limits. 

However, while these single race groups were often funded by family members or close 

associates the candidates, it is worth considering that well-known party donors may be funding 

such single race groups as well, thus complicating the picture of these groups as non-party 

entities. Future research should examine the overlap in donors between the types of Super PACs 

identified in these chapters, which would enable a deeper understanding of the effect that these 

single race groups are likely to have on party dynamics.  

To begin to understand this potential dynamic, I include a table of the top donor to 10 

randomly select single race Super PACs in this time period, as well as any other Super PACs that 

donor gave to (Table A.2). While only a cursory analysis, this initial foray into the donors behind 

single race groups suggests that there may be more to them than meets the eye—only 3 out of the 

10 top donors to these randomly sampled single race Super PACs failed to give to another group. 

The 7 other donors gave to an assortment of other Super PACs, including several party and 

ideological groups. Thus, while candidates may be getting more individualized help from outside 
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groups than they are used to, the ultimate source of this money may be from standard-bearer 

party and ideological donors. Further research is require to bear out this theory.  

 Overall, we found that our qualitative approach, when applied to the full data set, echoes 

previous findings from the political party literature while calling others into question. Namely, 

we found evidence that single race groups are continuing to exacerbate tendencies for candidates 

to rely on non-institutional resources for winning elections, epitomized by the number of single 

race groups supporting Donald Trump’s bid for the presidency. Secondarily, we found evidence 

of a discrepancy in the relative margin of conservative and liberal groups versus Republican and 

Democratic groups, evidencing a larger fractionalization ideologically on the right than the left. 

Finally, we found cursory evidence of the pronounced weight of political parties in these 

networks. In Chapter 2, we will use our group coding to understand the behavior of clusters in 

these networks, highlighting central clusters and central actors within those clusters.  
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Chapter 2 

Super PAC Network Analysis 

2.1 Introduction: Party networks 

2.1.1 Puzzle and literature review 

In Chapter 1, qualitative analysis allowed us to tell a preliminary story of the balance of 

power between different types of groups within political networks, both in terms of the relative 

frequency of those types and the amount of resources they commanded through independent 

expenditures supporting and opposing various candidates. In this chapter, we use the connections 

between these groups and candidates to visualize the network, descriptively summarize the 

network based on 5 network-level statistics, and finally engage in causal analysis via an 

exponential random graph model.  

The primary goal of this work is to understand party networks using Super PAC 

behavior. While the use of Super PACs in network analysis is novel, using network analysis as a 

tool to understand group behavior in general is not. The use of network analysis to understand 

group dynamics has tripled in the Web of Science from the year 1999 through 2009, building on 

a tradition of understanding networks that dates as far back as the French philosopher Comte, 

and which became more scientifically rigorous 50 years later with the work of the French 

sociologist Emile Durkheim (Borgatti et al. 2009, pg. 892). While much of this early research 

pertained to social relations between actors, network analysis has extended to other types of ties 

between actors as well, including ties based on similarities between those actors, general 

interactions between actors, and flows between actors (pg. 894). Of these types of ties, our 

analysis most directly corresponds to “flows” between different types of nodes: Super PACs and 
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candidates, although as discussed in the previous chapter, money does not directly flow between 

these two node types. However, we also look at similarity ties, where 2 actors are connected 

when they have supported, or been supported by, a third common actor of a different type.  

 A common criticism of network analysis is that it lacks the ability to achieve anything 

beyond mere description of structure and the actors therein. In other words, it does not approach 

the realm of causal analysis. In this chapter, we attempt to do both. Our visualizations of the 

political networks will be descriptive in nature, allowing us to demonstrate that they have certain 

properties. However, we also take advantage of the principles of exponential random graph 

analysis to make some preliminary causal claims about the nature of our networks, and more 

specifically which type of groups have the largest effect on the probability of two actors forming 

a connection.  

 At the descriptive level, one can be primarily concerned with the network at 3 levels: the 

node level, the substructure or “cluster” level, or the entire network level (Wasserman and 

Pattison 2005, pg.1). While node attributes will be of paramount importance in our next 

chapter—where we examine the effect of a candidate’s network centrality on their electoral vote 

share—in this chapter we will primarily be occupied with understanding the characteristics of 

clusters and the network itself. Social scientists generally use network structure to understand 

some outcome of interest, e.g. election outcomes, but in this chapter, we are primarily interested 

in understanding the party structure itself (Borgatti et al., pg. 895). We are primarily interested in 

understanding the extent of clustering along party lines, among both groups and candidates, as 

this would tend to confirm our theory that party groups rally around candidates via Super PAC 

behavior, exemplifying their strength in elections through a new campaign finance tool. 
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Studies of political networks have ranged in their level of sophistication as well as their 

subject matter. One of the early studies of political networks used survey data of voters in Great 

Britain in the 1960’s and 1970’s to understand the influence of one’s peers on their own 

likelihood of voting (Zuckerman et al. 1994, pg. 1009). They specifically test for whether 

homophily, or the similarity in preferences between yourself and your peers, tends to increase 

your likelihood of voting, finding that it does. Later studies used more sophisticated network 

measures than this to understand the effects of social structure on one’s voting, paying special 

attention to how specific kinds of relationships may differentially affect one’s likelihood of 

participating in politics. McClurg, for example, found that having a political discussion had a 

more substantive effect on one’s likelihood to participate in politics when that discussion was 

had with a friend, as compared to a family member or an acquaintance (McClurg 2003, pg. 456). 

Thus, there are many node level attributes that may affect some outcome of interest in network 

analysis. Besides homophily, the concept of network transitivity has been examined in political 

networks as a potential explanatory variable for various behaviors. Carpenter et al. (2004) find 

that communication between lobbyists, government agencies, and congressional staff is predicted 

by having a third party in common, even when controlling for similarity in policy preferences. 

This finding suggests the importance of network structure above and beyond “the specific 

attributes of sender and receiver.” (pg. 241) 

For the purposes of this chapter, however, we are not primarily interested in any 

outcomes that may be attributed to network structure, but rather in the network structure itself. 

The next chapter will determine whether aspects of network structure seem to have any effect on 

electoral success of the candidates in the network. We will be interested in the next chapter in the 

effect of the party network of candidate success, whereas we are currently only interested in the 
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structure of the network itself, and understanding how it works and has evolved over time, and in 

what valid observations we can make about the network and its substructures. Moreover, 

compared to these scholars, we are more concerned with the structure of groups and candidates 

than with voters and potential citizen participants in the political process. 

A wide array of literature has covered the networking and coordination of groups around 

candidates. Arguably the earliest such work was Schattschneider’s classic 1942 work examining 

the relative position of pressure groups to candidates and political parties, but recent work has 

also tackled this subject with more sophisticated tools. Ackland and Gibson (2004) examine how 

political parties in Australia use the internet to network with each other along common issue 

areas. For data to inform their edges and nodes, they look at which political parties include 

hyperlinks to other party websites on their own pages, which they argue forms an “implicit 

endorsement” of that party (pg. 4). Using bipartite graphs, they demonstrate how extensively 

parties network with other groups, the prominence of some parties over others in the network via 

their centrality, as well as the general formation of online communities. These findings are 

primarily achieved using the “Page Rank” algorithm, which essentially ranks websites by how 

often they are linked to by other sites.  

Bedlington and Malbin (2003) also engage in network analysis of political parties, but 

rather than looking at group presence on the internet, they examine hard donations that members 

of Congress make to political party committees via their principal campaign committees and 

political action committees. They find that, rather than hoarding their money for their own ends, 

candidates are increasingly using their own committees to fund the parties as well as other 

candidates, “while the party committees provide candidates with the resources for coordinated 

message themes.” (pg. 135) They therefore conclude that the party in Congress is not a single 
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formal party committee or set of relationships, but a “complex set of interwoven networks that 

weave their way in and out of the institution.” In this chapter we will seek to understand if this 

complex interwoven network extends to Super PACs as well, where in this case we will be 

looking at the flow of resources from the party to the candidates, rather than from the candidates 

to the party. The finding of Bedlington and Malbin that “the potential role of the not-quite-party 

committees makes it clear that the mission and scope of the parties are not fully encompassed by 

the formal committees” also animates our focus on what we call “party” Super PACs, which act 

as levers of the party, often without being recognized as such (pg. 121).  

Desmarais et al. (2015) continued this line of inquiry, building on work done by Cohen et 

al. (2010) and Bawn et al. (2012) discussed in the introduction to this dissertation. Namely, they 

use network analysis to build on The Party Decides theory that interest groups, i.e. the “big-tent” 

party, tend to rally around candidates and help them achieve electoral success. They test for this 

specifically in contests in which there is a challenger in House races from 1994 through 2010. 

They construct a bipartite network made up of candidates and interest groups political action 

committees, where an edge may only exist between candidates and interest groups, and only 

when that interest group has contributed to the candidate. Using a community detection 

algorithm, they determine which candidates are “integrated” into the extended party network 

(EPN) and which are not (pg. 195). Using a regression analysis and matching techniques, they 

then find that those candidates who are integrated into an extend party network community tend 

to fare better than those who are not, thereby bolstering the case for the EPN theory of party 

politics. While we will be explicitly examining the effects of being in a “party community” in the 

next chapter, this analysis informs the current chapter as well insofar as we are essentially 

constructing a similar bipartite network based on flows of money, only for elections 2010 
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through 2016 and using Super PACs, which are capable of spending far greater sums of money. 

Desmarais et al. weight the connections between nodes by the amount of money spent, which we 

will follow suit in doing in one of our analyses to let the full weight of well-resourced Super 

PACs be a determinant in community detection (pg. 198).  

2.1.2 Argument 

 We expect to find 3 characteristics of the political network based on ties between Super 

PACs and candidates. First, in our visualizations of the networks, we expect two main clusters to 

form that are divided based on political party. One might object to this hypothesis by pointing 

out that we found many other types of groups in our Super PAC sample that were not party 

groups, and therefore it should not be expected that these non-party groups will coordinate with 

each other around candidates of one specific party. For example, we found many ideological, 

issue, and single race groups, none of whom should in principle be coordinating with other Super 

PACs around candidates of only one party. If this view were correct, we would expect to see 

many ties between Democratic candidate and Republican Party candidates who share support 

from Super PACs who are either access-oriented or otherwise driven by an issue that has not 

been sorted based on party. However, my hypothesis, informed by Cohen et al. (2010), is that a 

significant portion of the groups that have no specific attachment to a party will tend to rally 

around some party’s candidates or another in practice. If this hypothesis is correct, it would 

suggest that the party network is in fact somewhat polarized. This leads to hypothesis 1: 

H1: The networks will tend to be divided into two clusters of Democratic and Republican 

candidates.  

We also use the party literature to generate two further hypotheses. The first relates to the 

level of clustering within the network. Clustering is generally defined as the degree to which 
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nodes tend to group together in a graph (Watts and Strogatz 1998). There are various ways to 

mathematically calculate the level of clustering within the network (see our methodology 

section), but we will generally expect the level of clustering to increase with time within an 

election type—midterm elections 2010 to 2014 and presidential elections 2012 to 2016 

respectively. The reason for this expectation is twofold. First, it generally takes some time for 

political actors to adjust in campaign finance law (Boatright 2009), and so we expect that groups 

will do a better job rallying around specific candidates as they become more experienced with 

the use of Super PACs, which should increase the level of clustering we observe. Second, we 

expect groups to get better at identifying competitive races, which should winnow down the 

number of candidates being supported and increase the level of clustering as well.  

We compare midterm elections and presidential elections separately because of the 

degree to which the presence of presidential candidates can divert many group efforts to the two 

single general election candidates and therefore bias our comparisons—with our approach we are 

comparing apples to apples.  

H2: Clustering within the political network should increase over time from 2010 to 2014 

and 2012 to 2016, respectively.    

Our third hypothesis relates specifically to the centrality and clustering of party groups. 

Namely, we expect that party groups will exhibit the highest levels of centrality and clustering 

within the network, as they form distinct communities that rally around specific candidates. 

These expectations are informed by the EPN theory previously discussed—namely, that the party 

tends to pick winners and then rally around those candidates with its resources. We expect that 

single race, issue, and ideological groups will not exhibit this level of coordination, as they do 

not have the organizational resources of the party groups.  
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H3: Party groups exhibit higher levels of centrality in the network than other group 

types, and will be more likely to coordinate with other groups around specific candidates.  

2.1.3 Key results and structure of the chapter 

The key finding from this chapter is that party affiliation of candidates almost perfectly 

explains the clustering of candidates in our political networks based on shared Super PAC 

connections, over time and across House, Senate, and presidential candidates, confirming our 

first hypothesis. The implication of this finding is that political parties continue to be central in 

political network, even viewed through the lens of independent expenditures, which other 

scholars have hypothesized would hamper their role.  

However, we find that the level of clustering has decreased over time, measured both in 

terms of clustering coefficient and modularity, contrary to our expectations. Our explanation for 

this is that the unexpected growth in single race groups has offset the dense substructures of 

party groups. The implication of this finding is that while party groups remain central in the 

communities where we can find them, their influence may be increasingly mitigated by this 

growth in single race groups.  

Finally, we found only partial support for our hypothesis that party groups would be the 

most central in the network, measured in terms of out-degree centrality. Furthermore, our ERGM 

showed that being a party group was the best predictor of any group type of the likelihood of that 

group forming a link with a candidate in only 2 out of the 4 election cycles under analysis. 

Overall, these findings suggest that parties remain important actors within the network based on 

Super PAC behavior, but their influence may be swamped out under certain circumstances, such 

as the growth in single race groups.  
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2.2 Methodology 

 2.2.1 Data gathering and sources 

To model political networks based on independent expenditures by Super PACs we must 

gather independent expenditure data. Conveniently, compared to other advanced democracies, 

the United States has a relatively robust campaign finance disclosure system for federal elections 

(Norris and Abel van es 2016) However, while the Federal Election Commission maintains 

reliable data on political contributions and campaign expenditures, the data on independent 

expenditures by groups can be problematic in two ways. First, there is some level of 

underreporting of independent expenditures, in part because the FEC lacks the teeth to punish 

groups for not following disclosure law19. Second, there is ironically some overreporting in their 

data, where a given independent expenditure or set of independent expenditures is duplicated. 

While we are unable to overcome the first obstacle, we overcome the second obstacle by 

checking our final dataset for any duplicated independent expenditures20. 

We pull the FEC’s independent expenditure data using their Application Programming 

Interface (API), pulling data only for those groups which we identified from the Center for 

Responsive Politics in Chapter 1, allows us to pull data for Super PACs only21. The API 

aggregates this data from each group’s regularly scheduled reports, where independent 

expenditures are reported on FEC Schedule E (see Appendix, Figure A.12), as well as the 24/48-

hour group reports which are specifically designed to disclose ad hoc independent expenditures. 

We choose to pull aggregated independent expenditure data, grouped by each unique candidate-

                                                           
19 https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2017/10/30/scofflaw-political-groups-are-ignoring-fec-fines-215760  
20 Where any two sets of expenditures are for the same dollar amount, on the same date, made by the same group 
and in support or opposition to the same candidate, records were de-duplicated.  
21 If we were to download bulk data sets of independent expenditures from the FEC website for federal election 
years 2010 through 2016, we would find a mix of Super PACs, 501c organizations, party organizations, and 
individuals. 
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Super PAC dyad, grouped by election cycle. The dyad is composed of a candidate and a group 

that has either made expenditures supporting that candidate, or expenditures opposing that 

candidate. Thus, each dyad sums up expenditures made for the same purpose (opposing or 

supporting the candidate) for the given candidate-group pairing within that year.  

 The advantage of our dyadic data being aggregated by the total number and monetary 

sum of independent expenditures is that it enables us to weight connections between candidates 

and groups by both the total amount of money spent within a given cycle to benefit the 

candidate, as well as the total number of independent expenditures made to benefit that 

candidate. Lacking such aggregated data, we might fail to distinguish between connections that 

are integral to understanding communities in the political network versus connections that are 

unlikely to be important (there are 90 dyads in our data which aggregate to a total dollar amount 

under $100).  However, the primary disadvantage of this data being aggregated is that it is not 

fine-grained enough for us to be able to distinguish between individual independent expenditures 

made at specific points in time, preventing us from separating independent expenditures made in 

the primary versus general election stages of a given electoral cycle. 

Whether a set of independent expenditures occurred in the primary or general election 

will be crucial in our next chapter, where we are examining the effect of connections between 

different types of groups and candidates on the electoral success of candidates, but it is not 

inherently necessary for the current chapter which merely seeks to model connections between 

groups and candidates. For example, a connection between Candidate A and Group B during a 

primary election in 2012 is for our purposes no different in kind than a connection between those 

same actors during the general election in the same year, providing that Group B made an 

independent expenditure supporting Candidate A. Therefore, there is no need for us to 
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disaggregate the expenditures linking such groups and candidates to trace precisely whether they 

occurred in the primary or general election.  

On the other hand, the aggregated data poses a problem for candidates and groups that are 

linked based on opposing expenditures, where, without knowing the dates of the independent 

expenditures, it can be impossible to tell whether opposing expenditures were meant to benefit a 

primary election candidate or the general election candidate. Our inclusion rule to consider a set 

of opposing expenditures as constitutive of a connection between a group and a candidate is that 

those expenditures be in a 2-person election, but without knowing whether the independent 

expenditures occurred in the primary or general election of that year, we not only do not know if 

the expenditures occurred in a 2-person election, we also do not know whether the expenditures 

were meant to benefit a candidate in the primary or the general. Consider the 2014 Senate 

election in Mississippi, where the incumbent Republican Thad Cochran faced a competitive 

primary challenge from Tea Party favorite Chris McDaniel. McDaniel was supported by several 

conservative groups via opposing expenditures against Cochran, such as from the Club for 

Growth’s Super PAC. Given that the FEC’s aggregated independent expenditure data does not 

indicate specifically whether the Club for Growth’s independent expenditures opposing Cochran 

occurred in the primary or the general, but only in the 2014 election cycle, the group might 

mistakenly be coded as having a connection to Cochran’s 2014 general election opponent, 

Democrat Travis Childers. Needless to say, the ideologically conservative group Club for 

Growth was not aligned with the Democrat in this election.  

Thus, it became necessary for us to determine, for opposing expenditures specifically, 

dyads that represented a connection in the primary and general election respectively. We did so 

by pulling the minimum and maximum date that an independent expenditure occurred within 
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each given dyad. Where the minimum, i.e. the oldest, independent expenditure occurred after the 

primary election date, we considered the opposing expenditures to benefit the general election 

candidate. Where the maximum, i.e. the most recent, independent expenditure occurred before or 

on the same day as the primary election, we considered the opposing expenditures to benefit the 

primary election candidate. In cases where the oldest date occurred before the primary election 

and the most recent date occurred after the primary election, we exclude the dyad from analysis 

(with some exceptions to be discussed later in the chapter)22. In such cases, the dates entail that 

the group opposed the same candidate across 2 elections. Typically, these are cases of a group 

opposing a candidate for its own sake rather than seeking to benefit one specific candidate that 

the group has a connection to. Such groups might fit into the category of “anti-candidate” that we 

defined in Chapter 1. Otherwise, the same rules apply, where we only consider an opposing 

expenditure to benefit a specific candidate if it is a 2-person race.  

Before defining the variables that we include in the dataset, the dyads that we created 

based on opposing independent expenditures require further justification. As mentioned in 

Chapter 1, scholars have thus far been hesitant to use independent expenditures to model 

network behavior in part because it is unclear who a group intends to benefit by opposing a 

specific candidate. However, where an election is between 2 people, we can largely assume by 

process of elimination that the candidate a group means to benefit is the one other than the 

candidate it opposed. Unfortunately, a significant chunk of elections, even general elections, do 

not have only 2 candidates officially on the ballot. While most general elections in the United 

States have only 2 competitive candidates with a reasonable chance of winning, the bar is lower 

                                                           
22 Such dyads remained in the analysis where they were based on supporting independent expenditures—the 
inability to distinguish between primary and general election expenditures is only relevant where it prevents us from 
knowing which candidate that group is in fact connected to.  
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for candidates to merely file for such elections and therefore secure some percentage of the vote. 

Thus, while one could define a 2-person election as one which involves only 2 people who have 

technically filed with the relevant election commission, this is not a realistic standard, as most 

general elections will have at least 1 candidate file for election who stands no realistic chance of 

winning or even securing greater than 10% of the vote, whether they represent a smaller party or 

are independent candidates just throwing their hat in the ring. These minor candidates often lack 

any substantial financial support, exemplifying the importance of institutional support in winning 

elections generally. 

Therefore, to avoid excluding a large portion of group behavior from our network, we 

make the following assumption: an opposing independent expenditure against a candidate in an 

election where 2 candidates secured at least 90% of the vote is meant to benefit the other major 

candidate in the race, defined as whoever secured 10% of the vote or more (thus excluding minor 

candidates from being the intended candidate benefitted). We argue that any election where two 

candidates secured 90% or greater of the vote is one in which only 2 candidates were 

competitive, i.e. they are the only ones who had a reasonable chance of winning. One reasonable 

objection to this standard is that minor candidates might still have Super PACs that intend to 

support them by opposing one of the major candidates, rather than intending to support the other 

major candidate. We guard against this possibility by checking for the group type in each of 

these dyads (assigned in Chapter 1), along with other group details. For example, one might 

imagine that a group intending to support a minor candidate through opposing expenditures 

would be a party group type, perhaps supporting a third party like the Constitution Party or the 

Libertarian Party. It might also be a single race group with a dedicated website for the minor 

candidate or some connection to the minor candidate through its staff.  After checking for such 
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details in a handful of cases, we were not able to find anywhere a group opposed a major 

candidate with the clear intention of benefitting a minor candidate, where a minor candidate is 

defined as any candidate securing less than 10% of the vote in what we define as a 2-person 

competitive race. While this does not completely rule out the possibility that a group intends to 

benefit a minor candidate by opposing a major candidate, we expect this phenomenon to be 

extraordinarily rare based on the typical levels of fundraising support for candidates that receive 

less than 10% of primary or general election vote share. Moreover, any Super PAC that intends 

to support a minor candidate would most likely invest its funds in directly promoting that 

candidate’s name via independent expenditure support for him or her, rather than opposing a 

major candidate, as minor candidates suffer from relative lack of name recognition to begin with. 

Therefore, this potential phenomenon is not likely to have a biasing effect in our data.  

 Included in the FEC data are independent expenditures made in federal elections from 

2010 through 2016. Each row of data represents a specific candidate-group link for a given 

election cycle, for a given type of independent expenditure (in support or in opposition to a 

candidate). The variables include an indicator of whether the expenditures were supporting or 

opposing the given candidate, the total amount of money from all expenditures of that 

expenditure type in the given dyad for that year, the candidate identification number for the 

candidate supported or opposed, the candidate name, the committee name, the election cycle, and 

the total count of individual independent expenditures made within the given dyad for that 

expenditure type and year. Expenditure type refers to whether the expenditures supported or 

opposed a given candidate. Because some groups support the same candidate over time, a given 
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candidate-group dyad may re-occur in the data up to 4 times for the 4 election cycles represented 

in the data23.  

 To this FEC independent expenditure data from Schedule E, I add data from the official 

election results data which the Federal Election Commission maintains online 

(https://transition.fec.gov/pubrec/electionresults.shtml). Specifically, I add the following 

variables: the candidate’s party affiliation, their vote share in the primary election, their vote 

share in the general election, their primary election date, their general election date, and the type 

of seat that they were running for (House, Senate, or President). With the chapter 1 typology data 

I also add a variable indicating the type of group in each dyad, whether it be party, ideological, 

single race, et cetera. For dyads that are based on opposing expenditures, I determine the dyads 

that include candidates in 2-person races, both in the primary and general elections, and include a 

variable indicating that the dyad includes a candidate opposed in a 2-person race. In instances 

where this is the case, I add the same FEC data for the candidate being benefitted by these 

expenditure, i.e. the variables described above for the major candidate other than the one being 

opposed by the group in the dyad. Thus, we create dyadic data where even for those groups that 

spent money opposing candidates, we can compare the candidate connections that this entails in 

2-person races to those dyads that are based on direct support of candidates.  

As described earlier, I include two variables indicating the minimum and maximum 

independent expenditure date in each dyad. This data is extracted from the independent 

expenditure bulk downloads on the FEC website where each individual independent expenditure 

is itemized.  Based on these two data points, I create a new variable which marks whether the 

                                                           
23 For any visualization that include all years of the data, the individual nodes for such groups/candidates will only 
appear once, whereas the arrows/edges between them will be drawn more than once to represent each year that there 
was a connection.  
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independent expenditures of the group in the dyad were made in the primary election, general 

election, or across both. This variable is used to determine the candidate meant to be benefitted 

by opposing expenditures as described earlier, along with whether the given election was a 2-

person race. We mentioned earlier that we excluded from analysis any dyads where the 

minimum independent expenditure occurred before the primary election and the maximum 

independent expenditure was after the primary election. While this was true in virtually all cases, 

we made a few exceptions for cases where the independent expenditures that occurred before the 

primary election were clearly intended to benefit a candidate in a 2-person race in the general. 

For example, if a group makes an independent expenditure opposing a candidate who is 

uncontested in their primary election, and their general election opponent is also uncontested in 

their primary, we felt it was safe to say that these opposing independent expenditures were meant 

to benefit someone that candidate would inevitably face in the general election, so long as it is a 

2-person election. We also made an exception for any opposing expenditures against Barack 

Obama in 2012 that occurred before the general election. While Obama technically did have 

primary opponents in 2012, there has never been an incumbent president unseated through a 

primary, and Obama secured 88.9% of the delegate votes at the convention. We considered any 

opposing expenditures against him during this period to benefit his general election opponent 

Mitt Romney, if they occurred after Romney secured the Republican nomination. Finally, we 

considered primary and general elections contests in which a candidate secured greater than 95% 

of the vote to be, for our purposes, uncontested.  

 There are a few quirks in various states that required some specific rules to make the data 

between different state offices roughly comparable. Louisiana and California both have a “jungle 

primary” election where if a candidate clears 50% in the primary, there is no general or “run-off” 
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election. However, it is rare that a candidate clears this 50% threshold in the first election (no 

candidate does so in our data), so for practical purposes we consider this jungle primary to be a 

standard primary election, rather than as a general election which is how it is coded in the 

Federal Election Commission data. Any “run-off” election in such cases is considered equivalent 

to a general election.  

In New York, South Carolina, and Connecticut, candidates run in multiple party 

primaries (e.g. Democrats in New York run in both a Democratic Party primary and Working 

Families Party primary). For these candidates I use the primary election results of whichever 

party the candidate accepts the nomination of for the general, which typically is the major party 

label. For party identification I consider any closely affiliated parties to the major parties to be 

equivalent to those major parties for parsimony in our later analysis. For example, any candidates 

affiliated with the Minnesota Democratic-Farmer-Labor party (DFL) or the North Dakota 

Democratic Nonpartisan League Party (DEM-NPL) are coded as Democrats.  

2.2.2 Network analysis techniques and relevant measures 

 We will be using the statistical program R to visualize our political networks and 

generate descriptive statistics about the networks, specifically the “igraph” package. We will 

close the chapter with an Exponential Random Graph (ERGM) analysis which will allow us to 

determine if party groups tend to coordinate around candidates with other groups to any 

significant degree. This will enable us to find evidence consistent or inconsistent with the theory 

the extended party network also operates through Super PACs.  

 There are a few ways that we might store our data for the purposes of network analysis, 

but for simplicity and data storage purposes we use “edge lists”, where each row of data contains 

2 actors that are connected to each other, in this case a Super PAC and a candidate whom that 
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Super PAC supports (either directly or indirectly by opposing that candidate’s opponent in a 2-

person election). Technically this edge list contains “directed” data, where the link between the 

Super PAC and the candidate is based on the Super PAC spending money on the candidate in 

question (i.e. the connection is directed from the Super PAC to the candidate). However, for the 

purposes of generating both descriptive characteristics of our networks and our later causal 

analysis, we will be converting this data into 2 types of affiliation networks, which we will 

describe shortly.  

 Along with the edge list, we store a set of vertex and edge attributes. A vertex, also 

known as a node, is an individual actor in the network, whether it be the candidate or the Super 

PAC, and the edge is the link that exists between two actors. Vertex attributes in our case 

include, for candidates, their party affiliation, the type of office they sought, and the state in 

which they sought office, where applicable. For Super PACs, vertex attributes include the group 

type (assigned in Chapter 1), as well as their party, ideology, or issue, where applicable. Edge 

attributes include the election cycle that the link pertains to, the total sum of money spent by the 

Super PAC to benefit the candidate, the sum count of independent expenditures engaged in by 

the Super PAC for the candidate in that election cycle, and whether it occurred during a primary 

or general election.  

 We visualize the entirety of our network in 3 ways: (1) as a bipartite network with two 

classes of actors, candidates and Super PACs (2) as a unipartite network with one class of actors, 

candidates, that are connected if and only if those candidates share a supporting Super PAC in 

common, and (3) a unipartite network with one class of actors Super PACs, that are connected if 

and only if those groups share a candidate they each supported. Each of these forms of 

visualization have different advantages. The bipartite network is the most straightforward 
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visualization of the network, where we are easily able to intuit that a directional tie pointing from 

a Super PAC to a candidate represents a sum of money spent by that Super PAC to benefit the 

candidate. However, bipartite networks are less friendly to other useful forms of analysis, such as 

community detection and ERGMs, both in terms of computational efficiency and our ability to 

parse them visually. Thus, we also turn to the unipartite networks.  

 The second type of visualization, a unipartite affiliation network of candidates with 

shared Super PAC ties, offers the benefit of allowing us to identify candidates by their party 

affiliation, and therefore see how much their connections to one another via Super PACs seems 

driven by party affiliation clustering. The unipartite affiliation network of Super PACs with 

shared candidate ties, offers the benefit of allowing us to build an ERGM model to show effect 

of group type on the probability of two groups sharing a supported candidate in common.  

 For community detection, we employ 3 separate algorithms. The Girvan-Newman 

method, also known as “clustered edge betweenness”, is a hierarchical algorithm used to detect 

communities in complex systems. While there are many clustering algorithms to choose from, 

the benefit of this algorithm is that it both runs quickly and allows us to use the total amount of 

money spent by groups as a factor in detecting communities. The algorithm begins by calculating 

edge betweenness for all existing edges in the network, where edge betweenness is defined as the 

number of shortest paths between 2 nodes that run along that edge. The idea motivating this step 

is that edges with the greatest number of shortest paths are the most likely to be the edges that 

connect otherwise distant communities within the network. Once these high betweenness edges 

are identified, the edge with the highest betweenness is removed. The edge betweenness of all 

remaining edges is then recalculated. The process iterates until no edges remain in the graph, and 

all clusters have been identified. We also test an additional community detection algorithm 
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specifically designed for bipartite networks: the “Infomap” algorithm, which performs very well 

at finding small communities that other algorithms otherwise miss (Horadam and Alzahrani 

2014).   

 For easier visualization in network format, we also utilize label propagation, where each 

node in the network is randomly assigned a unique label, after which each node adopts the label 

of its nearest neighbor (Beckett 2016, pg. 2). The process iterates until convergence, defined as 

when node labels no longer change. This process has the advantage of running quickly while 

allowing us to visualize the network in standard format, showing communities based on a 

consensus of iteratively changing the nodes in the network (Raghavan et al. 2007).  

 We will use 5 sets of descriptive network-level statistics to understand the changes in the 

political party network over time: degree centralization, betweenness centralization, degree 

distribution, modularity, and clustering coefficient. To measure the degree centralization off the 

network overall, the degree centrality of each node is calculated, where degree centrality is equal 

to the number of connections a given node v has. Degree centralization of a network graph is 

then calculated with the formula below, where g is the network graph, w is the node with the 

highest degree centrality in g, and c(v) is the centrality of the node v. We then calculate the graph 

level centrality score of the most centralized graph possible with the same number of vertices as 

g, our actual network graph. The degree centralization of our actual network is divided by this 

theoretical maximum to normalize the score and render it comparable to other networks, making 

over time comparison of political party networks possible.  

We also calculate the betweenness centralization of our network, which is an alternative 

measure of the centrality of the network. It follows the same formula below as well, except that 

the centrality of the vertex is calculated not by the number of connections the vertex has, but by 
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the number of shortest paths between two vertices that pass through the vertex, i.e. betweenness. 

These two measures of graph centrality should, in principle, be correlated with one another, 

although they measure slightly different aspects of the graph. Degree centrality generally 

captures how densely connected a graph is, whereas betweenness centrality captures densely 

connected graphs in addition to highlighting when there are central actors who act as bridges 

between densely connected clusters within a given network graph.  

C(G)=sum(max(c(w), w) - c(v),v) 

The third network level statistic, modularity, is used to determine the level of division in 

the network. More specifically, it measures how separated the various vertex types are from each 

other, where those types have been assigned based on a clustering algorithm. The value in this 

statistic is that it is a normalized score out of 1, where the higher the score, the more cleanly 

divided the clusters within the network are. This enables us to compare levels of clustering 

across different networks. The formula for this statistic is below, where m is the number of 

edges, Aij is the element of the A adjacency matrix in row i and column j, ki is the degree of i, kj 

is the degree of j, ci is the type (or component) of i, cj that of j, the sum goes over all i and j pairs 

of vertices, and delta(x,y) is 1 if x=y and 0 otherwise.  

Q=1/(2m) * sum( (Aij-ki*kj/(2m) ) delta(ci,cj),i,j) 

 The final network level statistic is the clustering coefficient, which also measures the 

level of node clustering within the network. The advantage this statistic has over modularity is 

that it does a better job capturing small communities within the network, which we may be likely 

to find due to the presence of issue groups within political party networks. While a clustering 

coefficient may be calculated at the level of individual nodes, we will be calculating the global 

clustering coefficient, given by the formula below, where a triplet is defined as three nodes that 
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are connected by either two or three undirected ties. Triplets connected by two undirected ties are 

open whereas those with three are closed. The assumption of this formula is that the more closed 

triplets you have relative to the total number of triplets, the more clustered your network is likely 

to be. One way to think about this assumption is that the likelihood that a closed triplet would 

occur by random chance is lower than the likelihood that an open triplet would form by random 

chance, because the closed triplet requires more ties than the open triplet. Therefore, the higher 

the clustering coefficient, the more certain we can be that the presence of tightly knit connections 

in the network occurred not by random chance, but due to a genuine community structure in the 

network.  

  C= number of closed triplets/number of all triplets (open and closed) 

 However, to give us real leverage on causal inference, we turn to exponential random 

graph models (ERGM). Using ERGM essentially enables us to build a statistical model based on 

our observed networks, which deals with a fundamental issue in network analysis: the fact that 

ties between nodes do not form independently, also known as the “dyadic independence 

assumption.” (Robins et al. 2007, pg. 173) When we run a regression, we are assuming that our 

observations are independent of one another, and when we violate this assumption any causal 

inference is rendered invalid. Because it is very rare that nodes in a network form independently 

(i.e., in our case, there is a very low likelihood that a Super PAC spending money to support a 

specific candidate is not conditional on another Super PAC giving to that candidate), we must 

find an alternative to straightforward regression analysis to approximate something like 

maximum likelihood estimation. Not only do we not believe that the nodes in our networks form 

connections independently, our theory explicitly suggests that Super PACs coordinate around 
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particular candidates strategically, and this has been evidenced with other political groups in 

party networks in the literature discussed earlier.  

 ERGMs therefore allow us to essentially generate a probability distribution of possible 

networks from which our observed network is one instance. We assume that a stochastic process 

generated our observed model, and our goal is to generate a statistical model with a distribution 

of networks that generates a plausible and theoretically sound hypothesis for that process. The 

model will in turn allow us to make inferences about what factors have the most substantively 

significant effects on the likelihood of tie formation (pg. 175). The technical steps of the ERGM 

involve the following: propose a dependence hypothesis that implies a specific form to the 

model, choose parameters for the model that could plausibly affect the likelihood of forming ties, 

and then estimate and interpret those model parameters. The formation of the dependence 

hypothesis is perhaps the core statistical challenge, as it needs to be determined based on the 

empirical nature of the network, which can be somewhat subject (Heaney 2014, pg. 73).  

2.3 Network results 

2.3.1 Bipartite network, Super PACs and candidates 

The first network results are presented below, where midterm election networks are 

grouped together (Figure 2.1), as well as presidential election networks (2.2). The blue dots 

represent candidates, which are connected to the red dots, Super PACs, whenever that Super 

PAC spent money that we coded as benefitting the candidate (see Chapter 1 for definitions of 

what constituted a beneficial tie)24. These network visualizations lend themselves to three 

observations. 

                                                           
24 House, Senate, and Presidential candidates are grouped together in all figures and tables.  
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First, the network becomes increasingly denser with both nodes and ties over time, which 

is later confirmed in our overall network statistics. Second, presidential elections clearly differ 

from midterm elections in that the two presidential candidates in the general election tend to act 

as “magnets” for Super PAC activity, as you can see dense clusters of red around 2 blue dots in 

 each of the presidential election networks in Figure 2.2. Third and finally, you can identify two 

clear clusters in the network, particularly in the three elections from 2010-2014.  

Figure 2.1: Bipartite Networks, Midterm Elections. 

Figure 2.2: Bipartite Networks, Presidential Elections. 
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2.3.2 Unipartite network, candidates with shared Super PAC connections 

While this bipartite visualization is useful in that it shows the “flows” of money being 

spent in favor of candidates by Super PACs quite intuitively, it is also busy as a result and 

therefore more difficult to parse by political party. We therefore also plot these same networks in 

a unipartite fashion, where candidates are connected by edges whenever they have a shared 

Super PAC support in common, and are unconnected when they do not have a Super PAC 

supporter in common (see Figure 2.3). We have also colored the nodes blue and red depending 

on when the candidates are Democrat or Republican. This enables us to understand how neatly 

sorted the political network is by party. As the visualizations below indicate, we have a very 

well-sorted set of networks, with there being very few connections between red and blue dots in 

2010, and there being only a few more through 2016. 2014 and 2016 are the only years where 

one could reasonably say that there is a non-trivial number of Republican and Democratic 

candidates that relied on the same Super PACs. Overall, however, the clusters are quite clear, 

and serve as initial confirmation of Hypothesis 1. Namely, candidates with shared Super PAC 

supporters do tend to break into two clearly identifiable clusters of Democratic and Republican 

candidates. An additional observation is that the patterns of within-cluster density seem to 

change over time; whereas both parties begin with similar levels of within-cluster density, the 

Democrats begin to experience higher levels of density than the Republicans in 2012, whereas 

the Republicans are more densely clustered in 201625. This may mirror changes in ideological 

coalitions around these times, with the ideological wing within the Republican Party becoming 

more prominent around 2010-2012 and the liberal wing of the Democratic Party exerting some 

influence beginning in 2016.        

                                                           
25 By cluster density, we mean here the average path length between nodes within the same cluster. Path length is 
the number of steps (nodes) it takes to get from any one node to another.  
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Figure 2.3: Unipartite Networks (Candidates, by cycle). 

While it is a well-known fact that polarization has been on the rise in the United States in 

recent years (Layman and Carsey 2002; Prior 2007; Iyengar et al. 2012), this is an astonishing 

result, particularly considering the well-known phenomenon in campaign finance of access-

seeking donors who have been known to give to candidates of both parties (Francia et al. 2003). 

These networks suggest that such access-seeking behavior may be less common among Super 

PACs—instead, these groups seem to be mirroring a large political change in polarization, or 

perhaps even exacerbating it. 

2.3.3 Network level statistics for unipartite candidate network, over time 

We next turn to evaluating the over-time statistics of the bipartite network on the 4 

measures discussed in the methodology, the results of which are displayed in the tables below. 

The first table (2.1) shows the results on the 4 measures chronologically, while the second table 

(2.2) measures the absolute change on each of the 4 measures, comparing 2014 to 2010 and 2016 

to 2012, respectively. Contrary to our second hypothesis, the level of clustering in the networks 
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in fact decreased over time, measured both in terms of modularity and the clustering coefficient. 

This suggests that rather than the party networks becoming further fortified and insulated over 

time, there is perhaps more decentralization than one might expect. This would be consistent 

with the growing trend of disconnected single race Super PACs which tend not to cluster with 

the rest of the political network. An impact of this fact is that political parties may be more 

hamstrung than we hypothesized, but by single race groups, rather than ideological groups. 

Another interesting finding to emerge from the second table is that presidential election 

tends to be much less centralized, measured by both degree centralization and betweenness 

centralization of the network, relative to midterm elections. This is likely due to the degree to 

which presidential candidates act as magnets for Super PAC activity. Betweenness centrality 

would be lower because a greater proportion of Super PACs are exclusively giving to the 

presidential candidates, rather than giving to numerous candidates and creating longer paths 

through the network. Degree centralization may be lower because fewer resources are available 

to fund group activity for non-presidential candidates, thereby dampening the number of Super 

PACs.  

Table 2.1: Network Level Statistics for Unipartite Candidate Network, by cycle 
Year Degree 

centralization* 

Betweenness 

centralization* 

Modularity Clustering 

coefficient 

N** 

2010 .155 .322 .68 .800 163 

2012 .213 .245 .60 .485 287 

2014 .331 .350 .53 .429 285 

2016 .318 .251 .50 .402 317 
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Table 2.2: Network Level Statistics, Change by election type 
Election Degree 

Centralization 

change 

Betweenness 

Centralization 

change 

Modularity 

change 

Clustering 

Coefficient 

change 

N** 

change 

Midterm 

(2014 - 2010) 

.176 .028 -.15 -.371 122 

Presidential 

(2016 - 2012) 

.105 .006 -.10 -.083 30 

 

 2.3.4 Bipartite network, party and ideological only 

Next, we turn to looking again at bipartite networks, this time looking exclusively at 

party groups (Figure 2.4) and ideological groups (Figure 2.5), respectively. These two figures 

combined interestingly echo our findings from the previous chapter—whereas the Democratic 

Party and Republican Party are clearly separated in the party network and enjoy somewhat even 

parity with each other, the ideological network is clearly dominated by conservative groups, both 

in terms of the number of groups and the number of candidates they have connection to. That 

there is such a clear delineation of Republican to Democratic Party clusters as well as ideological 

to conservative clusters suggests that a large part of the Super PAC network is polarized along 

lines that we have come to expect in modern day politics—in other words, not too surprising a 

finding. However, it is interesting to note that these dynamics are being mirrored in Super PAC 
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activity, whereas others have hypothesized that Super PACs may be more a vehicle for 

ideological interests than for party interests.  

 

Figure 2.4: Bipartite Network (Party Groups only, all years). 

 

Figure 2.5: Bipartite Network (Ideological Groups only, all years). 
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2.3.5 Community detection 

The next 4 figures (Figure 2.6 through 2.9), as well as Figures A.3 through A.10 in the 

Appendix, represent our attempt to use community detection algorithms in order to find party 

clusters within the network. Overall, our attempts to apply community detection to bipartite 

networks were fairly unsuccessful, whether we used the Infomap algorithm or the clustered edge 

betweenness (also known as Girvan-Newman) algorithm, the latter of which incorporated 

amount of money spent by groups in determining the communities. There are 2 chief reasons 

why it was unsuccessful. First the number of nodes involved in the bipartite network meant that 

each of these algorithms were able to find very small communities that, upon closer analysis, do 

not appear to represent an actual community in politics. The second reason, however, is that as 

single race groups that only give to one candidate increase in frequency over time, the algorithm 

begins to give more “weight” to groups that have anything more than one connection, and put 

these groups into large communities.  

Figure 2.6: Community Detection (Unipartite Candidate Network, Infomap). 
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  Thus, Figure 2.7 shows a large community of Super PACs in 2012 and 2016 (red circle) 

that encompasses ideologically conservative groups, ideologically liberal groups, environmental 

groups, abortion groups, et cetera. These groups shared very little in common with each other, 

but nonetheless were grouped together by our algorithm. On the other hand, in 2010, before 

single race groups became profligate, we see that our clustered edge betweenness algorithm very 

neatly identifies two clusters representing the Democratic and Republican candidates 

respectively (Figure 2.8).  

Figure 2.7: Community Detection (Bipartite Network, Clustered Edge Betweenness). 

Figure 2.8: Community Detection (Bipartite Network, CEB, 2010 with labels). 
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For this reason, we turn to unipartite networks, which as it turned out was a better 

application of community detection. Figure 2.6 shows relatively neater clusters using the 

infomap algorithm, which remain roughly comparable in frequency of communities, excluding 

the increase in single race groups which are considered each their own cluster. When we 

examine the labels of these candidates, some other interesting findings emerge (Figure 2.9). 

Namely, cluster analysis seems to have been able to detect the ideological factions within each 

party cluster. Blue dots in the red circle cluster represent GOP candidates, but within that same 

red circle we see a group of purple dots, among which is included Paul Gosar and Ed Royce, two 

notably more conservative Republican house members26.  

Figure 2.9: Community Detection (Unipartite Network, Infomap, 2016 with labels). 

Likewise on the Democratic side, orange dots within the red circle represent Democratic 

candidates, and within that red circle we see a group of yellow dots, among which is Nanette 

Barragan, a notably more liberal Democratic house member27. The algorithm even put Alan 

Grayson into a separate cluster within the Democratic cluster, who is known for being a more 

                                                           
26 Paul Gosar was rated more conservative than 85% of Republicans in the 112th Congress, and Ed Royce was rated 
more conservative than 91% of Republicans in the same Congress (https://voteview.com/person/21103/paul-gosar).  
27 Barragan was rated more liberal than 86% of Democrats in 115th House 
(https://voteview.com/person/21703/nanette-diaz-barragan).  
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center left candidate, and was rated more conservative than 56% of Democrats in the 113th 

Congress (Lewis et al. 2017). Thus, shared Super PAC suppot seems to delineate not only party 

behavior, but ideological clustering within those parties, providing additional support for our first 

hypothesis. 

2.3.6 Party centrality 

 The next table presents the average “out-degree” for group nodes, which is simply a 

count of the number of outgoing connections from a group to candidates. We take the mean out-

degree to represent the level of centrality that the given group-type has in the network overall, 

and we break this down by cycle. Our hypothesis was that party groups would exhibit the highest 

level of centrality on this measure, but except for the year 2010, this was not the case. In fact, 

issue groups tended to be the most central group type, averaging 4.2 connections in 2012 and 4.1 

in 2014, the largest mean out-degree in each year. Labor groups had the highest out-degree in 

2016, although their low n-size in the network should mediate our inference into that statistic. 

Overall, while the party group type was not the most central in each year, it tended to be more 

central than the ideological group type. Thus, while we have not confirmed the portion of our 

third hypothesis that claimed party groups would be the most central, they are nevertheless 

relatively more central than most of the group types.  
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Table 2.3: Mean Out-Degree by Group Type, over time 
Group Type 2010 2012 2014 2016 

Party 6.8 

(17) 

3.0 

(65) 

3.5 

(65) 

3.5 

(57) Ideological 2.3 

(16) 

3.3 

(38) 

3.0 

(41) 

3.1 

(37) Single Race 1.4 

(5) 

1.3 

(73) 

1.5 

(50) 

1.4 

(131) Issue 4.6 

(12) 

4.2 

(31) 

4.1 

(40) 

3.9 

(46) Business 1.7 

(3) 

2.6 

(10) 

3.2 

(5) 

4 

(4) Labor 2 

(3) 

4.1 

(7) 

3.8 

(6) 

5.3 

(9) Note: Cell entries are mean number of connections the given type of Super PAC had to 
candidates in that election year. Number of groups in parentheses. 
 
 2.3.7 Exponential Random Graph Model 

 Finally, Table 2.4 below represents the results of exponential random graph model 

(ERGM) analysis. We initially intended to control for many more hypotheses in our model, 

including the level of clustering in the network (measured by the number of triangles formed, 

where a triangle is defined as 3 nodes that share connections with one another), as well as the 

effect on the likelihood of a tie when two groups are matching types. Unfortunately, we found 

that our models did not have the statistical power to converge when including these terms. Thus, 

for the years 2010 through 2014 we include only the edges (constant term), each group type as an 

indicator variable, the logged amount of money spent by each group, and the absolute difference 

in amount spent by each group in a given dyad. The row of greatest interest for our third 

hypothesis is the party variable, which shows the “party” effect on the probability of forming a 

tie. Substantively, the party effect was the greatest of any group type in 2010, but did not reach 

standard levels of statistical significance. In 2012, ideological groups had the largest substantive 

positive effect on the likelihood of ties, and was statistically significant at the 95% confidence 
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level, while the party effect was less than half of the ideological effect substantively. In 2014, the 

party effect was the largest positive one, and reached standard levels of statistical significance, 

but in 2016 it flipped signs, where a party group predicted a decreased likelihood of forming a 

tie. 2016 may have been a bit of an aberration, in that there was a significant increase in the 

number of single race groups in the network. When we exclude single race groups, the sign of 

the party variable again becomes positive (not shown).  

Overall, these results do not provide clear evidence in support of our third hypothesis, 

which stated our expectation that party groups would be the most likely to coordinate with other 

groups on candidates—clear evidence in support of this hypothesis would entail that party 

groups had the largest positive effect on the probability of forming a tie with another group 

across the cycles. We also would have liked to control for clustering in each of our models to be 

able to make a clear inference about the party variable While this was not the case, the party did 

enjoy prominent status in 2010 and 2014, suggesting that party groups are, if not always the most 

central, nonetheless very important in the network, and exhibit something approaching 

coordination with others groups (see also Figure A.11 for a unipartite group network).  
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Table 2.4: Effect of Group Type on Probability of Tie, Unipartite Group Network 
 2010 2012 2014 2016 

    

Edges 9.112*** -3.455*** -11.302*** -11.057*** 
 (1.758) (.229) (1.178) (.079) 
     

Ideological -0.320 .392*** 2.741*** 2.302*** 
 (0.764) (.1) (.581) (.043) 
     

Issue 0.331 .093 2.993*** -.875*** 
 (0.753) (.103) (.581) (.032) 
     

Party 0.393 .180* 3.211*** -10.261*** 
 (0.747) (.098) (.579) (.040) 
     

Single Race -0.346 -.639*** 2.108*** -4.954*** 
 (0.828) (.101) (.582)  
     

IEs ($, 
logged) 

0.518*** 
.066** .228*** 

3.527*** 

 (0.091) (.015) (.023) (.006) 
     

IEs ($, abs. 
diff) 

0.002 
.161*** .075** 

-1.699*** 

 (0.149) (.022) (.038) (.011) 
     

Triangles 
                          .038*** 

                       (.000001) 

    

Vertices 61 239 220 308 

Edges 73 1979 1019 4908 

    

Note:  *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
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2.4 Conclusion 

 Overall, while we were able to find support for our first hypothesis that our bipartite and 

unipartite networks would exist such that there were 2 large clusters of Democratic and 

Republican Party groups and candidates, we found less support for our second and third 

hypotheses. Clustering within the network did not tend to increase over time when we compared 

midterm elections and presidential elections separately, which is likely the result of Super PACs 

becoming less and less prone to coordination of groups around candidates and more prone to 

single groups existing to support single candidates. Our third hypothesis, that party groups would 

have the highest level of centrality within networks and be the most likely to coordinate around 

candidates, received only partial support. In specific years it was the case that party groups 

formed the highest average connections with candidates as compared to other group types, and in 

2 out of 4 cycles the largest positive effect on likelihood of coordinating around supporting a 

candidate existed among party groups, as compared to every other group type. Thus, while we 

were not able to completely support either our second or third hypothesis, the results presented 

here should give pause to party scholars who imagined that changes in campaign finance in 2010 

would significantly hamstring mainstream party actors. To the contrary, the party is remarkably 

present in the networks analyzed here, and is often the most prominent group type of any.  

 A number of caveats are worth pointing out. First, we are only examining 4 cycles of data 

as a result of Super PACs having existed only since 2010. A direct comparison between 

networks formed by Super PACs and those formed by other groups may be impossible, but we 

can generally compare our findings here to those of other party network scholars who have 

examined party behavior in different campaign finance contexts. For example, Masket (2015) 

found that the advent of a new campaign finance vehicle called 527s was not initially well 
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adapted to by parties, with most of the money that these groups raised coming from new donors 

that had not given to formal party committees before. Our findings here suggest, on the other 

hand, a view much more consistent with La Raja’s “hydraulics of campaign money,” something 

that one might call the “party hydraulics.” Namely, La Raja and Schaffner argue that campaign 

finance regulations are often ineffective at curbing the role of money in electoral and legislative 

politics in large part because the regulations just redirect money through new vehicles (2015, 

Chapter 5). The hydraulics of the party suggest that, no matter how their resources might 

otherwise be limited, they will find a way to coordinate around the candidates they like and 

bolster their campaigns with various resources. The results here do not provide a definitive 

answer as to whether the party is ultimately more successful in doing so than say, ideological 

actors. However, the extensive network analysis done in this chapter shows that they are, at a 

minimum, strong contenders.  
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Chapter 3  

Super PAC Regression Analysis 

3.1 Introduction: Campaign finance and electoral success in U.S. elections 

 3.1.1 Puzzle and literature review 

While the previous 2 chapters have furnished useful insights about the nature and 

character of political networks as viewed through the lens of Super PACs, we have not yet 

connected the characteristics of this network with a quantifiable outcome of interest for 

candidates. Yet, what motivates scholars of political networks is ultimately not just an 

understanding of party structure, but the ways in which this structure affects both elections and 

legislation. In this chapter, we tackle the relationship of political network characteristics to 

electoral success. More specifically, we examine the extent to which candidate centrality within 

our constructed Super PAC networks affects electoral outcomes.  

There has been a voluminous literature in American politics examining the determinants 

of election outcomes at the House, Senate, and presidential level. For the purposes of our current 

chapter, we examine only the House and the Senate due to n-size limitations for presidential 

elections (only 2 occur across the period under study). Therefore, we look to the literature on 

determinants of House and Senate election results only, rather than the panoply of presidential 

election models available (e.g. Hibbs 2000). While the literature on determinants of election 

outcomes in the House and Senate has been substantial, our attempt represents the first to our 

knowledge of specifically measuring the importance of a candidate’s network centrality while 

controlling for their levels of spending and the amount of money spent in support of them by 
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various Super PACs. Our study therefore seeks to answer the question of just how important 

being central in a network of Super PACs is for candidate success.  

The most recent study to attempt answering this question is Desmarais et al.’s 2015 

article which took a similar network analytical approach, except that it used strictly PACs in 

House elections from 1994 to 2010 rather than Super PACs in House and Senate elections from 

2010 through 2016. While the most fundamental difference between our study and theirs may lie 

in the different types of groups we focus on, another key difference is in the measure they use as 

an explanatory variable for network structure. Namely, Desmarais et al. rely on their community 

detection algorithm to generate an indicator variable for when a given candidate is a member of a 

political party cluster or not. This approach has certain merits, chief of which is that it relies on a 

non-biased algorithm to determine community membership. However, we instead rely on our 

hand-coding of groups from Chapter 1, as we believe that our qualitative analysis enables us to 

legitimately compare the effects of overall network centrality on candidate success to the 

specific centrality that candidates have from strictly party groups, where each party group is 

qualitatively identified as working in the service of one party or another. Desmarais et al.’s 

analysis differs from this, insofar as a group’s party cluster membership is determined by the 

connections that those groups have vis-a-vis candidates, rather than any specific characteristics 

of the groups28. This is an important distinction, as it gets to the theory of whether the benefits 

provided by political parties primarily come from party groups that make it their principle goal to 

help candidates of one party or another, or instead come from a diverse coterie of policy 

demanding groups that rally around candidates based on criteria separate from their party 

affiliation alone.  

                                                           
28 See Chapter 1’s methodology section for a description of which characteristics we measured in our hand-coding 
of groups.  
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While we focus on federal races in this work, Kettler (2014) examines the effects of 

network measures on electoral success in state races across 7 states. Kettler compares networks 

across states, finding that states with competitive legislative chambers tend to have foster more 

connections in Candidate-PAC networks, and that more densely connected candidates within 

those electoral networks were more likely to achieve legislative leadership in the following 

legislative session. This work, like Desmarais et al.’s, focuses on PACs only. Moreover, it 

primarily is looking for the effects of network structure on legislative influence, rather than 

electoral success as we do in our case. Kettler (2014) and Desmarais et al. (2015) represent the 2 

most recent studies to have a strong methodological bearing on our own work, but there has been 

a litany of studies looking at the various factors affecting electoral outcomes, all of which we 

will need to control for if we are to isolate the specific effects of candidate centrality in the 

network on their electoral success. 

The literature in general has identified several key factors which tend to affect electoral 

success. The first is whether you are an incumbent—that is, whether you currently hold the seat 

that you are standing as an electoral candidate for. The incumbency advantage is a well-

documented phenomenon in the congressional literature, often explained with reference to the 

name recognition that incumbent candidates tend to automatically enjoy in their district as 

compared to their challengers (Fenno 1978). Incumbency is also valuable because of the franking 

privilege, which enables candidates to send mail that is essentially advertising for their campaign 

on the taxpayer’s dollar (Mayhew 1974). The incumbency advantage is so steep that in 1986, 

98.5% of House incumbents were re-elected (Abramowitz 1991, pg. 35), a trend which has 

continued to present day, with 97% of House incumbents re-elected in 2016 and 93% of Senate 
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incumbents re-elected in the same year29. Thus, our model of electoral vote share in these 

elections will need to control for incumbency, as this is a factor that is known to dictate much of 

electoral success. Controlling for it will be one step towards isolating the effect of candidate 

centrality within networks, which itself may be affected by incumbency.  

Another key factor that affects electoral success are the economic conditions of the 

country, either actual or those perceived by voters. A meta-analysis of studies of economic 

factors’ influence on American election results found that voters consistently hold the 

government accountable for economic performance by either rewarding or punishing incumbents 

at the ballot box. This evaluation is based on whether their economic condition is better or worse 

than it was at the time of the previous election (Lewis-Beck and Stegmaier 2000). This time-

dependent element of economic voter theory is why it is also important to measure the change in 

economic conditions within a given congressional district or state, rather than only the absolute 

level of, for example, per capita income, or unemployment rate. What matters to the voter, 

according to this theory, is not only the absolute level of economic well-being, but the perceived 

change in economic well-being (Abramowitz et al. 1998). The most common controls used to 

account for economic factors, which is shown to influence vote share, are the unemployment 

rate, and the percentage change in per capita real disposable income, which explained much of 

the variation in election outcomes in the Senate in the Abramowitz et al. 1998 study.  

Another factor that tends to affect electoral vote share for House and Senate candidates is 

how well the President is perceived. Namely, because the President is the most visible member 

of the political party he represents, votes for House and Senate candidates during midterm 

elections tend to be a referendum on how well he is doing. Thus, candidates of the same party as 

                                                           
29 https://www.opensecrets.org/overview/reelect.php  
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a sitting president tend to lose seats at midterm elections (Tufte 1975). However, the degree of 

this loss is ultimately contingent on just how popular the president is, as well as the overall 

performance of the economy. Thus, it will also be important for us to control for how well the 

president performed in each congressional district. This will enable us to account for the 

possibility that candidates may be punished for being a member of the same party as a sitting 

unpopular president, or, alternatively, rewarded when they share the same party affiliation as a 

popular president (pg. 824).  

Yet another factor that we control for is the level of candidate spending in elections. 

There is a vast literature examining the degree to which candidate spending improves electoral 

success, i.e. “buys votes”, and the general takeaway from this literature is that it depends on the 

type of spending, who is doing the spending, and the degree to which one can control for 

candidate quality when estimating spending’s effect. Jacobson (1978) found that, while spending 

by challengers tended to help their electoral outcomes, incumbent spending had a null or 

negative effect, suggesting that higher levels of candidate spending were not a universally 

positive factor. This finding was puzzling: why would incumbents engage in a time-prohibitive 

activity like fundraising if it did not ultimately help them win elections? Green and Krasno 

(1988) amended this finding by controlling for the quality of the challenger, noting that 

candidate spending is often related to candidate quality (that is, the best candidates tend to raise 

the most money), and so a model that fails to control for candidate quality will not produce an 

accurate depiction of the effect of candidate spending alone. In their model, which includes 

candidate quality, they find a positive effect of incumbent spending on their electoral vote share. 

Brown (2013) builds on this finding, arguing that candidate spending is nothing more and 

nothing less than a proxy for candidate quality. He uses the special case of self-financed 
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candidates to show that this kind of spending had no effect on election results, even when done 

by challengers, and that therefore spending, in itself, cannot be a universal positive factor in 

elections (pg. 65). For our purposes, it is not crucial to disentangle the specific effects of 

candidate spending on electoral vote share from the candidate quality that likely enables 

effective fundraising in first place, as we are equally interested in controlling for candidate 

quality’s effect on their vote share. In short, the fact that candidate spending is also a good proxy 

for candidate quality gives us a better control in our model, giving us a greater chance of 

measuring the specific effects of network centrality alone.  

Finally, another factor that is known to affect electoral outcomes is the level of 

competitiveness in the district. Jacobson (1989) launched a cottage industry of elections research 

by showing how high-quality candidates tend to selectively enter contests in which they know 

they stand some reasonable chance of winning. For example, he shows that high quality 

candidates are more likely to challenge incumbents when the party control of the seat changed in 

the last election (pg. 779). This so-called “strategic candidate entry” can bias estimates insofar as 

the best candidates tend to systematically avoid races in which they are likely to lose. Levitt 

(1994) likewise shows that high quality challengers tend to receive a higher fraction of the vote 

and enjoy higher levels of campaign expenditures. Therefore, we include a control for the overall 

competitiveness of the election in our model.  

The review of the literature on electoral outcomes demonstrates that political scientists 

have identified several of the main factors that affect electoral success in elections. What we do 

not know is how the network structure around influential candidates tends to affect these levels 

of success, and so we will control for as many of the main factors as possible.  
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3.1.2 Argument 

Our argument is that, holding other factors that influence vote share constant, candidate 

centrality within party clusters in the bipartite Candidate-Super PAC network will have a 

positive, statistically significant effect on a candidate’s vote share, both at the candidate level and 

the district level30. This argument emerges from the theory outlined in the introduction to this 

work—namely, that political party resources, organizationally and financially, tend to determine 

winning candidates in elections.  

This leads to our first hypothesis: 

H0: Ceteris paribus, the in-degree centrality of a candidate from party groups, defined as the number of 

party groups connected with a given candidate in the network for a given election year, will have a positive, 

statistically and substantively significant effect on the candidate’s vote share.  

Our second hypothesis is that the amount of money spent by party groups to support a 

given candidate will also have a statistically significant, positive effect on electoral vote share, 

particularly as compared to other group types, and holding total spending in support of the 

candidate constant. The theory behind this expectation is that what should matter is the degree of 

party support specifically, rather than the overall level of support from groups financially or 

otherwise. This leads to our second hypothesis. 

H1: Ceteris paribus, the amount of money party groups spend in support a specific candidate in a given 

election year will have a positive, statistically and substantively significant effect on that candidate’s vote 

share. 

 The previous two chapters somewhat neatly lead to these two hypotheses. Party groups 

increasingly hold significant weight in the network in terms of their level of clustering, 

frequency, and spending.  Therefore, candidates receiving increasing levels of support from such 

                                                           
30 See Chapter 2 for discussion of our bipartite network vs. unipartite networks.  
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groups should presumably be linked to increased electoral vote share. However, we also note an 

alternate theory which suggests that explicit party support alone may not be sufficient for 

producing better electoral outcomes. Namely, if we are to subscribe to the extended party 

network theory, it would not be sufficient to merely have high degree centrality from party 

groups to achieve electoral success. Rather, one would need to have a coalition of groups with 

diverse interests to be successful, including issue groups, ideological groups, single race groups, 

business, labor, and avowed party groups. Bawn et al. cover this theory nicely with their analogy 

about coffee growers, clergy, saloon keepers, shepherds, and teachers (Bawn et al. 2012, pg. 

574). In brief, while these groups have various important differences between one another in 

their policy preferences, they may nonetheless form electorally-beneficial coalitions with each 

other depending on the issue cleavages that exist within the current policy universe.   

This theory would predict an alternative hypothesis: 

H0B: Ceteris paribus, the in-degree centrality of a candidate from all group types, defined as the number of 

groups connected with a given candidate in the network for a given election year, will have a positive, 

statistically and substantively significant effect on electoral vote share.   

3.1.3 Key results and structure of the chapter 

Somewhat surprisingly, given the results of our previous two chapters, neither party 

group spending nor candidate centrality from party groups had a positive effect on candidate vote 

share, with the latter measure in fact having a robust, statistically significant negative association 

with vote share. On the other hand, overall centrality did have a positive association with vote 

share that was likewise statistically and substantively significant. This suggests that we were not 

correct in believing that party groups have a necessary and sufficient impact on candidates’ 

abilities to get elected. Rather, it may require a diverse assembly of groups with divergent policy 

agendas to achieve success in elections. This is a useful finding in that it shows the ways in 
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which the influence of party actors may be increasingly contingent on the presence of well-

funded nonparty groups in Super PAC environments. It also provides further evidence of the 

reality of an extended party network where ideologically diverse actors form coalitions to help 

candidates win elections.  

This chapter proceeds as follows. First, we present the data sources for our model 

variables. Then, we present the forms of our 3 main models, at the House and Senate candidate 

level for general elections, and at the House district level for general elections. Next, we show 

the results of these models and provide an analysis of what they mean for our hypotheses. 

Finally, we conclude by noting the ways in which these findings subverted our expectations 

about the importance of party groups, while also providing additional context for the extended 

party network theory.  

3.2 Methodology 

3.2.1 Data gathering and sources 

The primary source for our dependent variable, candidate vote share in House and Senate 

elections, comes from the official election results database maintained by the Federal Election 

Commission31. This data includes whether the candidate won or lost both their primary and 

general election, as well as their percentage of the vote share in each of those elections. Precise 

election information is available for House, Senate, and Presidential elections, but we will be 

focusing only on House and Senate races in this chapter, as we lack sufficient n-size in 

Presidential races to draw reasonable causal inferences from a regression model.  

We structure our data in 2 ways, allowing us to run 2 different types of models with 

slightly different controls, and to model the largest portion of the entire dataset. In the first 

                                                           
31 https://transition.fec.gov/pubrec/electionresults.shtml  
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dataset, the unit of analysis is an individual candidate, such that each row of data pertains to a 

specific candidate, for a specific year. Thus, House Democrat Nancy Pelosi may be listed in the 

data 4 times for each time that she ran for elected office in the period under study. The advantage 

of using this time series data at the individual candidate level is that it enables us to get a larger 

n-size to run models for Senate candidates and in primary elections.  

At the same time, this can potentially introduce bias in our models insofar as an 

individual candidate’s electoral performance from 2010 through 2016 is nonstationary, i.e. their 

performance in each election will be highly correlated with their other electoral performances. 

Thus, we include a lagged dependent variable in our individual level model that controls for their 

vote share in the previous election. Unfortunately, although it makes methodological sense to 

include a lagged dependent variable in time series data, it also entails that we lose much of our 

data, because many individual candidates in our data are non-incumbents, and therefore do not 

have a previous vote share that we can draw on for the lagged dependent variable. In such cases, 

we use the vote share of the candidate’s party in the given congressional district or state from the 

previous election cycle, so as not to lose observations.  

A second concern with our candidate level model concerns the fact that, in competitive 

races, independent expenditures tend to follow both candidates in the same race to a significant 

degree. Therefore, as the amount of independent expenditures benefitting a given candidate 

increases, it is likely that the independent expenditures supporting their opponent increases as 

well, as money will tend to flow towards competitive contests. This creates a bias in our 

candidate level model, where the impact of increasing levels of independent expenditure on vote 

share may be muted by the fact that a candidate’s opponent is receiving proportional independent 

expenditure support, which would lead us to the erroneous conclusion that independent 
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expenditures have little to no impact on a candidate’s vote share, when in fact the effect of 

independent expenditures may just be washing out in competitive races where Super PACs are 

spending a lot of money on both sides. There are a few reasons not to be overly concerned with 

this issue. First, we include a control for competitiveness of the race in our candidate level 

model. Second, while we may be biasing our model in the direction of a null effect of 

independent expenditures, if we do find an effect, it will be all the more significant for that 

reason. Finally, we also create a district and state election level model to corroborate any 

findings from the candidate level model.  

Thus, our 2nd dataset is where the unit of analysis is the House district election, or Senate 

state election. While each row of the individual level data set is an individual candidate for a 

given year and that candidate’s vote share as the dependent variable, the district level data set has 

each row as a House district election (or Senate state election) and the year of the election, with 

the dependent variable being the Democratic Party candidate’s share of the two-party vote. 

While there are a few observations that we lose due to there being general elections where no 

Democratic candidates run, we lose less data overall as compared to the candidate level model’s 

missing data. Moreover, we include another form of controlling for inherent district and state 

characteristics by controlling for the Democratic and Republican candidate’s vote share in that 

district’s previous election. While this is not quite the same as a true lagged dependent variable, 

as the previous Democratic candidate running cannot be considered equivalent to the candidate 

being measured by our dependent variable, it does help control for how well the party generally 

does in the given district or state. We retrieve this data from the Federal Election Commission’s 

records of election performance by matching on state, district, and candidate party for the 

previous election cycle. If the congressional district did not exist in the previous election cycle, 
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we use the previous vote share of the candidate running, and if that candidate is a non-

incumbent, the variable is marked as NA and removed from the model. Candidate party 

affiliation is also extracted from FEC data (see Chapter 2 methodology for further details).  

Besides the lagged dependent variable in the individual level model and the pseudo-

lagged dependent variable in the district level model, the other variables that we include are 

largely the same across the 2 levels of analysis. The only important differences relate to the 

structure of the data, where at the district level we break out several independent variables into 

whether it pertains to the Republican or Democrat in the race. For example, the variables of 

greatest interest to us are those measuring the in-degree centrality of candidates, where in-degree 

centrality refers to the number of group ties that the candidate has formed in the network for a 

given year, where a tie is determined by a group making an independent expenditure supporting 

that candidate, or an independent expenditure opposing that candidate’s adversary in a two- 

person race. For example, if 7 unique Super PACs spend money in support of a given candidate 

in a 2012 House election, their in-degree centrality for that election cycle is 7. This is calculated 

for all candidates and included in a single “candidate centrality” measure where the unit of the 

analysis for the model is the candidate. However, in the district level model, we include two 

separate centrality measures for the Democratic candidate and the Republican candidate in the 

given congressional district election. This distinction becomes clearer in the model results 

presented below.  

We also include a measure of in-degree candidate centrality from party groups only, 

where the goal is to measure a candidate’s level of connectedness to what we have coded as 

party groups. As a reminder, we determined party group labels based on the methodology 

presented in Chapter 1, where this group type encapsulates not just formal party groups, but any 
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groups that have made it their principal mission to elect candidates of one party or another. 

These centrality measures are superior to merely counting the number of independent 

expenditures made in favor of a candidate, as it also incorporates groups that have made 

opposing expenditures only in 2-person races.  While centrality is one important measure of a 

candidate’s importance in a network, we do not want this to merely be a proxy for how much 

money is being spent in support of those candidates, so we likewise include a control for the total 

amount of money spent in support of a candidate by Super PACs in the given election cycle. We 

also break this down by group type, to see if some types of money tend to benefit candidates 

more than others. If degree centrality turns out to be more substantively important than the sum 

of money spent by any group type, this would suggest that occupying a central role in a network 

can be more valuable to electoral success than money alone and may be a better signal for the 

extent to which the party is rallying around that candidate. The centrality and group money 

measures are all extracted from our analysis in Chapter 2, where we created dyadic data between 

Super PACs and Candidates. We aggregate this data by candidate-year to develop the measures 

used here.  

We include various controls that are informed by the literature described above regarding 

what we know affects the vote share received by candidates in House and Senate elections. To 

account for candidate quality, we use candidate’s spending in the election, which has been well-

tested as a good proxy for candidate quality. We do not seek to adjudicate whether candidate 

spending has an independent effect on elections here—we merely want to account for any benefit 

provided by candidate quality and candidate spending, whatever the ratio of influence may be 
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therein32. This data is readily available via FEC records. Additional controls for candidate quality 

include whether that candidate is an incumbent, which we include as an indicator variable. 

Incumbency also controls for the well-known finding that incumbents are conferred innumerable 

advantages by their incumbency and win most of their elections. Incumbency is also measured 

using FEC data. We also include a variable measuring the years in office that a candidate has 

served, as seniority is known to be related to election outcomes as well. We retrieve this data for 

the Clerk of the House of Representatives and the Clerk of the Senate respectively, each of 

which keeps a running list of seniority for the current Congress. Seniority in previous Congresses 

are accessed online using waybackmachine.org. Finally, in our candidate-level models our 

lagged dependent variable should account for candidate quality as well.  

We also control for economic conditions by measuring the unemployment rate at the 

district and state level, as well as the percentage change in per capita income at the district and 

state level, comparing the current election to the economic state in the previous election. Each of 

these measures is derived from U.S. Census data, more specifically the American Community 

Survey. It should be noted that the estimate in each election year is based on a 5-year quantitative 

estimate of the likely unemployment and per capita income in each district—that is to say, there 

is some margin of error to each specific estimate for a district33. For unemployment, the margins 

of error tend to be somewhat lower, as unemployment at the district level tends to be relatively 

static from year to year. In any case, this is the best economic data we have available to us for 

these years and these geographic regions.  

                                                           
32 One might object that high-quality incumbents are not as likely to spend money because they are less likely to 
attract competition, and therefore do not need to spend money in the first place—however, we control for 
competitiveness of the race as well using data from the Cook Political Report.  
33 However, since we are only measuring a relative percentage change for per capita income, it is not crucial that we 
get the absolute level exactly right. 
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We control for national tides in two ways: first, we include a control measuring the most 

recent past presidential vote share based on the candidate’s party and their congressional district, 

where for 2010 we control for 2008 presidential vote share, for 2012 and 2014 we control for 

2012 presidential vote share, and 2016 we control for 2016 presidential vote share. The goal in 

including this measure in our models is two-fold. First, we want to control for the down-ballot 

effects for House and Senate candidates of a strong or weak presidential candidate representing 

their party in presidential election years. Second, we want to account for the well-known 

phenomenon in which there are consistently Congressional midterm losses for the incumbent 

president’s party. This data is gleaned from a Daily Kos database that measures presidential vote 

share of the two major party candidates broken down by congressional district across presidential 

election years 2008 through 201634. The vote share of the two major party candidates broken 

down by state is available via FEC election results.     

Finally, we include a control for the competitiveness of the race using Cook Political 

Report’s Partisan Voter Index, which rates each House and Senate race on a scale from negative 

to positive, where the more positive the number, the more likely the Seat will be won by a 

Democrat (e.g. a score of 9 indicates that the district/state performed an average of 9 percentage 

points more Democratic than the nation overall), and the more negative the number, the more 

likely the seat will be won by a Republican (e.g. a score of -4 indicates that the district/state 

performed an average of 4 percentage points more Republican than the nation overall). For the 

district level data, we take the absolute value of this number and invert it (1/abs(Cook PVI)), 

such that as the number increases, the given race is considered more competitive. Controlling for 

competitiveness is crucial in sussing out the importance of network attributes’ impact electoral 

                                                           
34 https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2018/2/21/1742660/-The-ultimate-Daily-Kos-Elections-guide-to-all-of-our-
data-sets  
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vote share, as party groups are much more likely to spend their money on competitive races than 

on races where their preferred candidate is virtually guaranteed to beat the candidate in a blow-

out, and this will artificially make it appear as though party groups tend to deflate the electoral 

vote share of their preferred candidates. Controlling for competitiveness removes this danger. 

Finally, we include an indicator variable for whether the election cycle is the year of a 

presidential election. We also consider general and primary election models separately at the 

candidate level, and general elections only at the district level.  

We also include the following independent variables which are all created based on data 

from Chapter 2. First, we create an aggregated continuous variable measuring the amount of 

money spent by each group type supporting a specific candidate for the given election year. This 

variable is meant to capture whether money from certain group types is more valuable than 

others, e.g. does party money tend to correlate more with increased vote share than ideological 

money? To allow for valid inferences of these variables we also control for the total amount of 

money that the candidate received from all groups.  

3.2.2 Regression techniques and relevant measures 

For the purposes of understanding the effect of candidate centrality in a network of 

electoral success, ordinary least squares (OLS) regression is the most appropriate and 

straightforward method. This is the standard technique across much of the literature on 

understanding the factors which affect electoral success in U.S. elections, and OLS has proven a 

handy and reliable technique in these cases. As mentioned earlier, we will employ models with 

two different units of analysis, one with the individual candidate as the unit of analysis and 

another with the House district/state election as the unit of analysis. For each of these models, we 

consider House candidates and Senate candidates separately. All models will examine general 
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elections only, other than one House model at the candidate level which will examine primary 

elections to detect if there are any specific dynamics in those elections. Unfortunately, n size 

limitations prevent us from taking a sophisticated look at primary dynamics at the district level 

or for Senate candidates (see Tables A.3 and A.4 in the Appendix). This amounts to 5 models in 

total, each of which is summarized by the formulas below in turn. 

Models 1 and 2: Candidate level, House and Senate general elections only 

y = b1 + pres*b2 + dem*b3 + spend*b4 + party*b5 + ideo*b6 + issue*b7 + single*b8 + 

Unemp*b9 + inc*b10 + total*b11 + centrality*b12 + party_centrality*b13 + y1*b14 + pvi*b15 

+ e 

Where y is a measure of the candidate’s two-party vote share out of 1 (e.g. 51% of the 

vote=.51), pres is an indicator variable where 1 is equivalent to a presidential election and 0 a 

midterm election, dem is an indicator variable where 1 is equivalent to a democratic candidate 

and 0 a Republican, spend is a continuous variable measuring the degree of candidate spending 

dividing by 1000000, and party is a continuous variable measuring the sum amount of 

independent expenditures made by party groups connected to the candidate in a given election 

year (ideo, single, and issue each refer to the same type of measure, for ideological groups, single 

race groups, and issue groups respectively). Unemp is the unemployment rate in the 

congressional district or state for that year, inc is an indicator variable equivalent to 1 when the 

candidate is an incumbent and 0 when a challenger, total is the total sum of money spent by all 

groups connected to the candidate in that election year, centrality is a measure of the total 

connections the candidate has to groups in that election year, party_centrality is a measure of the 

total connections the candidate has specifically to party groups in that election year, y1 is our 

lagged dependent variable for the candidate in question, and pvi is the inverted absolute value of 

the partisan voter index for the given race.  
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Model 3: Candidate level, House primary elections only 

Y = b1 + pres*b2 + dem*b3 + spend*b3 + party*b4 + ideo*b5 + issue*b6 + single*b7 + 

Unemp*b8 + inc*b9 + total*b10 + centrality*b11 + party_centrality*b12 + e 

The variable labels in Model 3 take on the same meaning as in Models 1 and 2.  

Models 4 and 5: District level, House and Senate general elections only 

y = b1 + pres*b2 + dem_spend*b3 + rep_spend*b4 + dem_prev_vs*b5 + rep_prev_vs*b6 + unemp*b7 + 

pvi*b8 + inc_d*b9 + inc_r*b10 + exp*b11 + pci_chg*b12 + dem_party_centrality*b13 + 

rep_party_centrality*b14 + dem_centrality*b15 + rep_centrality*b16 + total_dem*b17 + party_dem*b18 + 

total_rep*b19 + party_rep*b20 + e 

Where y is the democratic candidate’s share of the two party vote in the congressional 

district or state, pres is an indicator variable as before, dem_spend measures the amount of 

Democratic candidate spending divided by 1000000, rep_spend measures the amount of 

Republican candidate spending divided by 1000000, dem_prev_vs refers to the vote share of the 

Democratic party’s candidate in that congressional district or state in the previous election, and 

rep_prev_vs refers to vote share of the Republican party’s candidate in that congressional district 

or state in the previous election. Unemp and pvi refer to the same measures as before, while 

inc_d is an indicator variable measuring 1 when the Democratic candidate is an incumbent, inc_r 

is an indicator variable measuring 1 when the Republican candidate is an incumbent, exp is a 

continuous variable measuring the number of House/Senate terms served by the candidate, 

pci_chg measures the percentage point change (negative or positive) in per capita income from 

the previous election cycle to the current one in the given congressional district or state, 

dem_party_centrality measures the number of connections the Democratic candidate has to party 

groups, and rep_party_centrality is the same measure for Republican candidates. Finally, 

dem_centrality measures the total number of connections the Democratic candidate has to all 
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groups, rep_centrality is the same measure for Republican candidates, total_dem refers to the 

total amount of money spent by groups supporting the Democratic candidate, total_rep refers to 

the same measure for supporting the Republican candidate, and party_dem and party_rep refer to 

the total amount of money spent specifically by party groups supporting the Democratic 

candidate and Republican candidate respectively.  

 We will show all 5 models with various specifications to make sure that they are not 

sensitive to model specifications. The Appendix shows select candidates for House and Senate in 

terms of centrality and party centrality separately (see Tables A.5 through A.6).  

3.3 Regression results 

 We begin by noting that due to n-size limitations, our Senate state election level model 

and House candidate level primary election model did not furnish us with any findings meriting 

discussion. In the case of the Senate state level model, there simply were not enough Senate 

elections in the period under study to use each Senate state election as a unit of analysis. Thus, 

while the R squared values in these models are quite good, indicating that the model explains 

much of the variance in vote share, the only coefficient that reached conventional levels of 

statistical signifiance were incumbency—not even the candidate’s party’s vote share in the 

previous Senate election reached statistical significance, even though this performed as an 

excellent predictor in the rest of our models. We are content to chalk this up to the model’s low 

n-size of 94.  

 We encountered similar n-size issues in the House primary model, although it was for 

slightly different reasons. Because our candidate level data is essentially a time series, we wanted 

to include a lagged dependent variable in these models. However, it turned out that many of the 

candidates being supported by Super PACs in primary contests were non-incumbents, and 
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therefore we did not have a previous vote share that we could draw on35.When we therefore 

included the lagged dependent variable in the primary model, the n-size decreased from 267 

candidates to under 100. Therefore, we decided to leave out the lagged dependent variable rather 

than subsetting our primary sample by more than half. We also suspected that restricting our 

sample to only incumbents would likely bias the estimates in any case. However, leaving out the 

lagged dependent variable means that we are failing to control for fixed effects for a candidate in 

a given district or state. Thus, we suggest taking all findings of this model with a heavy pinch of 

salt (see Table A.3 in the Appendix for the results). Of the interesting dynamics in primaries, it 

seems to be the case that increasing levels of candidate group centrality has a negative effect on 

vote share. This will be interesting to compare to its effects in general elections, as we shall see 

in the models below. However, for the time being we simply note that a larger sample will be 

necessary in future research to make any clear claims about the dynamics of network effects in 

primaries. We restrict ourselves to observing general election dynamics throughout the reminder 

of this chapter.  

 3.3.1 House candidate model, general election 

We begin by examining the House general election model where the unit of analysis is 

the individual candidate. This model includes 566 candidates across elections 2010 through 

2016—a sample size large enough to draw reasonable inferences about the effects of network 

centrality. Below we show 4 differently specified models, where the second model adds a control 

for candidate spending, the third model adds a control for competitiveness of the district, and the 

fourth model adds a control for the unemployment rate in the given candidate’s district. The table 

                                                           
35 In the general election models, we account for this non-incumbent issue by instead using the vote share of the 
candidate’s party in the previous general election in that district or state. This was not an option in primary elections, 
as the candidates facing off are definitionally members of the same party, excepting states with jungle primaries.  
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below presents only select independent variables—variables not shown include an indicator 

variable for presidential year, a variable for whether the candidate was a Democrat, and the 

group money variables for all group types other than the party group type (Table 3.2).  

 Across all 4 model specifications, there emerges a somewhat surprising finding based on 

our work thus far. Namely, increasing levels of a candidate’s party group centrality is negatively 

associated with their vote share, and is also substantively and statistically significant. As a 

reminder, the dependent variable is a candidate’s two-party vote share, scaled to be out of 1, 

meaning that the fairly stable coefficient of -.016 can be interpreted as the following: a candidate 

gaining one party group supporter in a given election cycle is associated with a 1.6 percentage 

point decrease in vote share for that candidate. It should be noted that this finding is stable even 

when we control for the competitiveness of the election—thus, the objection that party groups 

may systematically choose to support candidates in competitive elections, rather than candidates 

who are likely to win in a blow-out, has little weight here. This robust coefficient is difficult to 

square with our theory that party groups have disproportionate influence within networks, 

making up a large frequency of the overall Super PAC system and often dominating independent 

spending. It would tend to disconfirm our first hypothesis, H1, that a candidate’s party group 

centrality will have a positive, substantively and statistically significant association with vote 

share.  

 However, when one examines the coefficient for overall candidate centrality, where all 

group types are considered, an equally robust finding emerges for the overall network. Across all 

models other than model 4, there is a positive, substantively and statistically significant 

relationship between overall candidate centrality and vote share, where gaining one group 

supporter (of any type) is associated with a 1 percentage point increase in vote share, holding 
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candidate spending, total group spending, competitiveness, and a candidate’s party’s previous 

vote share in that district constant. While this coefficient loses statistical significance at the 90% 

confidence level in Model 4, the p value is not meaningfully different from that in the other 

models (p=.11), and one more election year of data would likely render it statistically significant 

by this standard. This tends to confirm our alternative hypothesis, H1B, that overall group 

centrality will have a positive, statistically and substantively significant association with vote 

share. Taking these two findings together, a different picture begins to emerge than the one we 

have painted so far.  

Namely, the support of party groups may be necessary, but is perhaps not sufficient to 

improve the electoral prospects of a candidate. Instead, a diverse coalition of groups networking 

in favor of a candidate may be the most likely recipe to improve their election outcomes. One 

caveat to this interpretation so far is that our general model performance could have been 

better—the R squared value of our models hovers around .28 to .29, suggesting that much of the 

variance in vote share is not well predicted by the model, which is corroborated by a somewhat 

large residual standard error of .11 in Models 2 through 4, meaning that the average residual 

error is equivalent to about 11 percentage points in vote share. Therefore, before settling on this 

finding, we turn to see if it emerges at the Senate level and the House district level. 

 A finding that we did not speak to above, but which is corroborated in both the House 

candidate model and the Senate candidate model below (Table 3.3), is that group spending seems 

not to have any discernible effect on candidate vote share. While the coefficients for party group 

spending are consistently positive, they do not come close to statistical significance and are 

substantively quite small (averaging a .4 percentage point increase in vote share in the Senate 

model below). However, the total group spending effect in the Senate model is statistically and 
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substantively indistinguishable from zero. This is quite a curious finding, as it at first suggests 

that groups may be wasting millions of dollars in independent spending. It also serves to 

disconfirm our Hypothesis H2, that party group spending would have a positive, statitistically 

and substantively significant assocation wth vote share.  

Below, as in the House candidate model, we find that overall candidate centrality is 

positively associated with candidate vote share, while candidate centrality from party groups has 

a negative association with vote share (Table 3.3). Taking into account that we are controlling 

for group spending in each of these models, this suggests that it is the degree to which a 

candidate is networked with an array of groups that has value in elections, rather than the sheer 

amount of money being spent on candidates by these groups. We should also note that this model 

depicts only select variables included in the model. The variables not shown include the same 

controls as discussed in the previous House candidate model (e.g. an indicator variable for 

presidential elections, the candidate being a Democrat, et cetera).  

 While the n size is relatively small in these senate models (N=160), we achieve a higher 

R squared value than in our House candidate model, hovering around .350 across all models, and 

the residual standard error is likewise lower, with the average error constituting about 8.7 

percentage points in vote share. Another interesting difference between the Senate candidate 

model and the House candidate model is that increasing levels of competitiveness in the race had 

a statistically significant assocation with decreasing vote share in the Senate model, whereas it 

never achieves statistical signifiance in the House candidate model.  
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Table 3.2: House Candidate Model, General Election only 
 Cand. vote share Cand. vote share Cand. vote share Cand. vote share 

 (1)           (2)                           (3)                                     (4) 

Constant .336*** .333*** .338*** .299*** 
 (.02) (.02) (.02) (.027) 
     

Candidate 
spending 

 
.004 

(.003) 
.004 

(.003) 
.005* 
(.003) 

     
     

Party group 
spending 

.01 
(.019) 

.009 
(.019) 

.013 
(.019) 

.014 
(.02) 

     
     

Total group 
spending 

-.003 
(.007) 

-.003 
(.007) 

-.003 
(.007) 

-.003 
(.007) 

     
     

Candidate 
centrality 

.011* 
(.006) 

.01* 
(.006) 

.011* 
(.006) 

.01 
(.006) 

     
     

Candidate party 
centrality 

-.015** 
(.008) 

-.016** 
(.008) 

-.016** 
(.008) 

-.016** 
(.008) 

     
     

Incumbent 
.077*** 

(.01) 
.072** 
(.011) 

.072*** 
(.011) 

.071*** 
(.011) 

     
     

Unemployment 
rate 

     .005** 
(.002) 

     

Prior vote share 
.280*** 
(.033) 

.279*** 
(.033) 

.275*** 
(.033) 

.278*** 
(.033) 

     

Competitiveness 
  -.022 

(.017) 
-.02 

(.017) 

     

N 566 566 566 566 

R2 .280 .283 .285 .291 

Residual SE .266 .110 .110 .109  

F-statistic 19.576*** 18.192*** 16.938*** 16.193*** 

Note:  *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
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This is consistent with the notion that Senate election dynamics can be quite different 

than those in House races. A greater proportion of Senate races tend to be competitive, because 

they are higher valued seats and therefore attract higher quality candidates. Thus, the level of 

competitiveness may have more of an impact in these races. In any case, the findings about 

network centrality are consistent with those in the House candidate model above, although the 

candidate centrality fails to reach conventional levels of statistical significance, perhaps as a 

limitation of n size.  

Finally, we turn to analyzing the House district model, for general elections only. This 

may be our most robust model, as we are able to add controls separately from Democratic and 

Republicans for various measures, including candidate spending, centrality and party’s previous 

vote share in the congressional district (not shown). Independent variables not shown in the 

model below also include the unemployment rate, total group spending for the Democrat and 

Republican candidates, party group spending for the Democratic and Republican candidates, 

competitiveness of the race, as well as the Democratic and Republican presidential candidate 

vote share for the most recent past presidential election in the given congressional district. 

  We also include a new control measuring the level of political experience in office 

among candidates in our 4th model, which decreases our n size due to data availability, but still 

allows for a decent n-size. The dependent variable in this model, as opposed to the previous two, 

is the Democratic candidate’s share of the two-party vote, still scaled to be out of 1. Thus, if our 

findings are to be consistent with the previous two models, we should expect Democratic 

candidate overall centrality to have a positive association with the dependent variable, while the 

Republican candidate overall centrality should have a negative association.  
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This turns out to be the case, and in this model the Democratic candidate centrality 

reaches an even higher level of statistical and substantive significance (Table 3.4). In these 

models, a candidate gaining a group connection of any type was associated with, on average, a 

2.2 percentage point increase in vote share, and this finding was robust across all 4 

specifications, even when controlling for an incumbent’s level of experience. Likewise, as with 

previous models, a Democratic candidate gaining a party group connection was associated with a 

decrease in electoral vote share across all models—the decrease in fact was typically enough to 

offset the increase offered by the overall centrality coefficient. 

Not only does this model corroborate our general finding that overall network centrality 

is more helpful for candidates than party network centrality, it does so with a far more robust 

model fit—the R squared value hovers around .6, and the residual standard error is only about 

7.7 percentage points in vote share. Thus, taken together with the prior two models, we have with 

some certainty disconfirmed our hypothesis that increasing levels of connectedness with party 

groups will be helpful to a candidate’s vote share. Instead, a candidate’s overall network 

centrality provides the greatest service to the candidate within the network. In this model we 

further controlled for the percentage change in per capita income as compared to the previous 

two models--this extra control for economic conditions did not alter our findings in any way. 
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Table 3.3: Senate candidate model, general election only 
 Cand. vote share Cand. vote share Cand. vote share Cand. vote share 

 (1) (2)                     (3)                                  (4) 

Constant .326*** .320*** .325*** .354*** 
 (.028) (.028) (.028) (.047) 
     

Candidate 
spending 

 
.002 

(.001) 
.002* 
(.001) 

.002* 
(.001) 

     
     

Party group 
spending 

.004 
(.005) 

.003 
(.005) 

.005 
(.005) 

.004 
(.005) 

     
     

Total group 
spending 

-.001 
(.003) 

-.001 
(.003) 

-.001 
(.003) 

-.001 
(.003) 

     
     

Candidate 
centrality 

.006 
(.003) 

.005 
(.004) 

.005 
(.004) 

.006 
(.004) 

     
     

Candidate party 
centrality 

-.009 
(.007) 

-.008 
(.007) 

-.008 
(.007) 

-.008 
(.007) 

     
     

Incumbent 
.075*** 
(.016) 

.068** 
(.017) 

.070*** 
(.017) 

.070*** 
(.017) 

     
     

Unemployment 
rate 

     -.003 
(.004) 

     

Prior vote share 
.276*** 
(.054) 

.273*** 
(.054) 

.270*** 
(.053) 

.265*** 
(.054) 

     

Competitiveness 
  -.046* 

(.026) 
-.048* 
(.026) 

    

N 160 160 160 160 

R2 .323 .334 .347 .350 

Residual SE .087 .087 .086 .086  

F-statistic 6.420*** 6.130*** 5.976*** 5.573*** 

Note:  *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
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Table 3.4: House District Model, General Election only 
 Dem. vote share Dem. vote share Dem. vote share Dem. vote share 

 (1)    (2)                    (3)                                 (4) 

Constant -.074 -.037 -.030 -.271 
 (.269) (.274) (.274) (.327) 
     

Democrat 
spending 

 
-.006 
(.004) 

-.006 
(.004) 

-.008 
(.005) 

     
     

Republican 
spending 

 
-.0001 
(.002) 

-.0002 
(.002) 

.0002 
(.003) 

     
     

Democratic 
incumbent 

.055*** 
(.010) 

.057*** 
(.010) 

.057*** 
(.01) 

.284*** 
(.056) 

     
     

Dem cand 
centrality 

.016*** 
(.006) 

.021*** 
(.007) 

.021*** 
(.007) 

.028*** 
(.009) 

     
     

GOP cand. 
centrality 

-.007 
(.005) 

-.007 
(.006) 

-.007 
(.006) 

-.011 
(.008) 

     
     

Dem cand party 
centrality 

-.016* 
(.009) 

-.017* 
(.009) 

-.017* 
(.009) 

-.027** 
(.011) 

     
     

GOP cand party 
centrality 

.009 
(.008) 

.008 
(.008) 

.007 
(.008) 

.013 
(.009) 

     

PCI % change 
  -.0003 

 (.0004) 
-.0003 
(.0004) 

     

Incumbent exp. 
   .003*** 

(.001) 

    

N 427 427 427 320 

R2 .606 .608 .608 .647 

Residual SE .079 .079 .079 .077  

F-statistic 36.936*** 33.190*** 31.257*** 25.999*** 

Note:  *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
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3.4 Implications for party networks 

 3.4.1 The insignificance of independent spending 

 One of the main—and somewhat unexpected—findings from our various regression 

models was that independent spending of Super PACs had no statistically significant effect 

across any of our models. We did not show the coefficients for group independent spending in 

our House district model, but total group spending in support of Democrats had a negative 

association with Democratic vote share across all 4 specifications36. On the other hand, the 

coefficients for group spending at the House candidate level and Senate candidate level for 

general elections were always positive but were typically substantively small in comparison to 

the effect of candidate spending, as well as the effect of overall candidate centrality.  

 While the effects of independent spending on electoral vote share are not completely 

understood, Dowling and Miller perform a similar multivariate regression analysis where they 

examined the effect of independent spending on challenger vote share in House elections 2008 

through 2012 (Dowling and Miller 2014). While they find a positive, statistically significant 

effect of increasing levels of independent expenditures on vote share, “it is less than half the 

magnitude of the effect that candidate spending has.” (pg. 82) This is consistent with our 

findings here, which suggest that independent spending may have some positive effect, but it is 

quite small and, with our data and controls, not statistically distinguishable from zero at 

conventional confidence levels.  

 3.4.2 The value of diverse connections 

 While we did not confirm our hypothesis about the importance of party groups to 

electoral success, we did provide evidence that sheds new light on a previously theoretical 

                                                           
36 This confirmed that the muted effect of independent spending in our candidate level models was not merely an 
artifact of bias introduced by competitive races, as discussed on pg. 12.  
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element of the extended party network. Namely, the positive effects of the extended party 

network may only extend to candidates when that network is made up of a diverse array of 

actors. Candidates may enjoy greater success when the actors supporting them are not only those 

who are avowed to one party or another, but also those who have an issue that is specifically 

important to them, or an ideology which they wish to see have its day in American politics. 

Future research may use network analysis to seek out diversity in election networks prior to 

elections, as this may be an indicator of which candidates will ultimately enjoy greater levels of 

electoral success. The theoretical impact of this finding is to point further in the direction of a 

very decentralized, informal conception of parties as being a decisive factor in elections.  

3.5 Conclusion 

 In conclusion, we did not find that party groups were crucial to electoral success, in 

primary or general elections, in the House or in the Senate. They did not have a statistically 

detectable effect via their independent spending, and their only statistically detectable effect in 

terms of their centrality to candidates was that they were associated with decreasing candidates’ 

level of vote share in both House and Senate general elections. This suggests, in brief, that pure 

party support alone is not sufficient to help candidates win elections.  

 At this point it is worth reflecting on how we coded our party groups in the first place in 

Chapter 1. We explicitly did not want to only consider formal party groups as representative of 

the party—rather, we coded as party groups any groups that expressed their mission in terms of 

support for one party or another on their group website, in news articles, or in terms of their 

advertisements. Because we started with a fluid conception of what it meant to be a party group, 

it should be taken quite seriously that party groups failed to exert any positive effect on candidate 

vote share. We have suggested thus far, however, that when we take this finding in combination 
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with the finding of a positive effect for overall candidate centrality in the network, it points 

towards a validation of EPN theory. 

 However, while we are confident in our finding that overall candidate centrality has a 

positive association with vote share, one might read this finding with a different interpretation 

than we have given it. Namely, one might argue that, if party groups did not have a positive 

effect on vote share, but overall group centrality did, then it stands to reason that the other most 

prominent group types were the ones who accounted for candidate’s electoral success: the 

ideological, single race, issue, business and labor groups. Of course, these are the only actors that 

remain in our dataset after removing the party groups. This may have broader implications. 

Specifically, this dissertation has obliquely evaluated the argument of La Raja and Schaffner 

(2015) that party groups are disfavored by the growth of independent spending via Super PACs, 

mainly by showing their prominence in the network relative to other group types via qualitative 

and network analysis. However, if it is the case that these groups nevertheless seem to wield little 

influence on electoral outcomes, either in terms of their networking around candidates or the 

amount of money they spend, then La Raja and Schaffner may have been correct that it is 

ideological actors, i.e. “purists”, that are exerting disproportionate influence in the system.  

On the other hand, we showed in our models that group spending in general did not 

influence vote share, no matter the group type. Therefore, if anything, ideological group 

centrality may have an effect. We run separate models to test for this possibility which show that 

their correlation with vote share is not statistically significant and is moreover substantively 

small. In the House candidate model with all controls included, increasing levels of candidate 

connections with ideological groups was associated with a .7 percentage point increase in vote 

share (p=.4752), while in the House district model increasing levels of candidate connections 
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with ideological groups for Democrats was only associated with a .3 percentage point increase in 

Democratic vote share (p=.80). Even if the latter coefficient were statistically significant, the 

positive coefficient for overall Democratic candidate centrality in the same model is more than 5 

times its size. Clearly, something other than being connected to ideological groups helps well-

networked candidates.  Future research should determine to what extent having a broad, diverse 

coalition of groups supporting a candidate is helpful to vote share as compared to any specific 

group type. This chapter has only sought to show whether party groups specifically are helpful 

for vote share—we can confidently say based on our work in this chapter that, while they may be 

necessary for candidate success in elections, they are not sufficient.  
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Chapter 4 

Conclusion 

This dissertation has explored a hitherto underexamined aspect of political party 

networks: Super PACs. It showed evidence that while “single race” groups have grown in 

frequency within the network, there remains a central role for mainstream party organizations. At 

the same time, these party-aligned groups are not sufficient to guarantee a candidate’s electoral 

success, whereas overall Super PAC support, measured in terms of overall centrality to a given 

candidate they support, was strongly and positively correlated with candidate success in 

elections.  

Together, these findings have several implications for both political party theory and 

campaign finance. They also place Super PACs firmly within recent scholarship on the political 

part network.   

4.1 Theoretical implications 

 Perhaps the chief goal of this dissertation has been to discover elements of party behavior 

within the universe of Super PACs. It may not surprise the reader that we found quite a lot of it. 

Qualitative analysis of Super PACs unearthed numerous groups with websites explicitly geared 

towards supporting one party or another, or with staff that had previously work for formal party 

organizations. Such groups had anodyne names like “America is Worth It” or “Super PAC For 

America”, but their behavior was consistent with that of groups we more commonly associate 

with the party like the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee or the Republican 

National Committee. Indeed, network analysis demonstrated that those groups we coded as 

“party” contain two clearly defined clusters of Democratic-supporting and Republican-
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supporting Super PACs. Within the network, in 2 out of 4 cycles we found party groups to have 

the highest centrality to candidates of any group type.  

 Yet, when we analyzed how this centrality and frequency related to actual electoral 

results, we found that party support was not positively or statistically significantly related to 

candidate success, while overall group support was. Together, we believe that these dual findings 

provide significant support for the idea of an “extended party network.” (Bawn et al. 2012) Our 

understanding of party groups in this dissertation was narrow, and deliberately so: to be a party 

group, it had to spend money supporting candidate(s) of only one party or another, and it had to 

be defined as oriented with one party or another, whether via its website, a political 

advertisement, or a news article.  

 While such groups were numerous, and in fact spent the most money in independent 

expenditures of any other group type in both the 2014 and 2016 federal elections, it may be that 

such groups do not constitute a diverse enough cohort to encapsulate the various interests needed 

to rally around a candidate and help them win37. Note that the other group types we included in 

our analysis were issue groups, ideological groups, single race groups, business, labor, and a 

residual “other” category for the more idiosyncratic groups. Prior interest group research has 

demonstrated that each of these types, perhaps excepting single race groups, play a vital and 

continuous role in the legislative process (Wilson 1981; Hall and Wayman 1990). It would be 

quite surprising indeed if they did not play an important role in the electoral process, including 

via Super PACs. 

 Yet, we could not find a statistically significant effect associated with any of these 

individual group types either—that is, no individual group type’s support was significantly 

                                                           
37 Party groups were narrowly outspent by single race groups in 2012 (see Figure 1.9 in Chapter 1).  
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associated with a candidate’s success in federal elections 2010-2016. One important caveat to 

this finding is that we are somewhat limited in our n-size for analysis by Super PACs having 

only existed since 2010. However, since overall group centrality did have a positive and 

statistically significant effect on candidate success, this provides tentative evidence for the 

foundation of extended party network theory: groups which may not have much in common 

along various policy dimensions (e.g. an issue group dedicated to environmentalism and a single 

race group dedicated to the election of an Ohio Senate candidate), may nonetheless rally around 

particular candidates based on where they fall in their relative policy-dimensional spaces. It is 

also consistent with the UCLA school of parties—candidates require a big tent of Super PACs 

with various agendas for that support to translate into results. Examined from a different angle, 

this finding entails that overall Super PAC support may be a proxy for the informal group of 

policy demanders rallying around that candidate.  

4.2 Electoral implications 

 Our findings have two significant implications for elections in the United States. The first 

relates to single race groups, and the second relates to the relative ineffectiveness of Super PAC 

spending. First, we find that single race groups, which we define as those groups which exist for 

only one election cycle to support a single candidate, have steadily increased in frequency across 

elections 2010 through 2016, finally becoming the most common group type in 2016. This is a 

somewhat strange development—rather than business groups becoming dominant in the sphere 

of Super PACs, as government watchdogs feared after the Citizens United v. FEC decision, we 

instead have groups that seemingly exist only for the purpose of acting as the arm of a campaign, 

and then vanish from existence without much of a trace.  
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 While many of these single race groups are associated with, and in many cases 

genetically related to, the candidates they support, there are others which may operate as vehicles 

for alternative interests that would only be uncovered if we closely examined the donors behind 

them. We engaged in a cursory analysis of this nature in our typology chapter, finding that 7 out 

of 10 randomly chosen single race groups did in fact have a top donor that could be considered 

either an ideological or partisan actor, such as Sheldon Adelson. Thus, it is worth considering 

that several of the single race groups in our analysis are not merely arms of the candidates the 

support, but also have their own ideological interests which may or may not align with those 

candidates (although see Franz et al. 2016).  

 On the other hand, for those single race groups mentioned earlier where it is easily 

determined that they have a clear relationship to the candidate, it is perhaps worrying that such a 

significant and growing number are active in electoral politics. One might argue that such groups 

are a workaround to skirt campaign finance law. After all, those candidates have contribution 

limits, while contributions to the single race group are unlimited, and that single race group will 

only spend money supporting that specific candidate. The candidate supported by a single race 

group has access to a vast supply of funds to benefit him or her, with the only difference being 

that he or she cannot technically direct how that money is spent.  

 However, anyone worried about this dynamic among single race Super PACs need only 

examine the statistical association of any independent spending whatsoever with candidate 

success in our 3rd chapter. Whether in primaries or general elections, in the House or the Senate, 

in any year or in aggregate, independent spending either had little effect, or an effect that was not 

statistically significantly different from no effect. When we looked at independent spending of 

specific group types, there was no discernible effect either. Thus, we seem to have contributed to 
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a famously counter-intuitive finding in campaign finance studies: it is difficult to find a 

meaningful effect of campaign spending on election outcomes (Jacobson 1978; Milyo 1998). 

Yet, like candidates themselves, Super PACs raise and spend a lot of money—to the tune of 

millions of dollars. They certainly believe that this spending matters, or they would not do it, and 

donors would not give. One hypothesis for this lack of an effect is that there are roughly equal 

numbers of Super PACs that align on each side, particularly in competitive races, so any 

spending they engage in tends to wash out, like studies of interest group effects on legislative 

outcomes has shown (Baumgartner et al. 2009).  

4.3 Policy implications 

 Super PACs sometimes generate controversy, with several progressive groups and 

government watchdogs cropping up after Citizens United v. FEC with the goal of overturning it, 

or at a minimum combating their effects. However, this dissertation lends more nuance to what is 

sometimes treated as a black and white picture. Whereas Super PACs are commonly depicted on 

bumper stickers and in pop culture as agents of corruption in the American political system, we 

have largely found them to be vehicles of politics as usual. Namely, Super PACs engage in a 

form of politics defined by competing interests, which form coalitions and then rally around 

candidates. Super PACs are in fact very much like political parties, and political parties are like 

Super PACs. We found all sorts of factions represented in the Super PAC universe: issue, 

ideological, party, business, labor, and candidate-oriented interests, each of which formed 

clusters of support with other group types, and each of which were often well-funded.  

 On the other hand, it remains the case that a single Super PAC, funded by a single donor, 

can keep a person’s candidacy alive far past what would otherwise be its expiration date. This 

could potentially inject unconventional policy ideas into the ideological marketplace that would 
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not otherwise be there. Consider, for example, the number of single race groups that supported 

Donald Trump’s candidacy in 2016 (Figure 1.7). While we would not claim that the 

preponderance of single race groups that supported Donald Trump was solely responsible for his 

success in the primary election, it is plausible that they helped him stick around long enough for 

voters to rally towards him in a crowded Republican primary field. Such a dynamic may be 

especially pervasive in presidential primaries, where there is a compounding benefit to surviving 

through multiple state contests. Election practitioners should consider whether single race Super 

PACs may be artificially inflating the candidacy of certain candidates who would otherwise not 

continue in the primary process. Clearer legal regulations around what constitutes a direct 

relationship between a Super PAC and a candidate would be especially helpful in this regard.  

 However, the main idea in the policy stream when it comes to Super PACs is whether 

Citizens United v. FEC ought to be overturned, to prevent any such groups from spending money 

in unlimited amounts to support or oppose candidates38. For our part, this dissertation suggests 

that political party dynamics do not seem to have changed very much due to the creation of 

Super PACs. If anything, they seem to mirror party dynamics in the same way that 527 groups 

mirrored party dynamics when they were the campaign finance vehicle of choice (Skinner et al. 

2012). Therefore, it seems that partisan conflict will structure nearly any campaign finance 

vehicle introduced—something I called “party hydraulics” in Chapter 239. Therefore, rather than 

focus on overturning Citizens United v. FEC, a better measure for those interested in combating 

corruption may be found in improving disclosure rules, particularly for 501c organizations that 

                                                           
38 A ballot initiative recently passed in Massachusetts to form a commission studying the question of how Citizens 
United v. FEC might be repealed (https://www.wbur.org/news/2018/11/06/question-2-passes-citizens-united-
constitutional-amendment).  
39 This term is adapted from Ray La Raja’s concept of the “hydraulics of campaign money,” which argues that any 
attempt to regulate campaign money tends to merely redirect its flow elsewhere. 
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are responsible for a significant chunk Super PACs’ funds, i.e. “dark money.” Recent studies of 

the effectiveness of various campaign finance regimes have also found disclosure to be the best 

remedy in combating corruption (Norris & Abel van Es 2016, pg. 257), and it may be the tool 

that will be best equipped to survive a constitutional challenge.  

4.4 Future research 

 There are two elements of Super PAC behavior which this dissertation did not cover, or 

at best scratched the surface of. The first is the donors that are behind Super PACs. While we did 

use top donors to Super PACs as a heuristic in determining group type, as well as to determine 

relations between candidates and single race groups, it would be far more interesting and useful 

to use the network analysis techniques that we used in Chapter 2 with donors and the Super 

PACs they give to. It may turn out that a limited set of donors are funding most Super PACs, 

which merely appear to have divergent interests because of their name or packaging. We could 

then learn which donors tend to cluster together based on shared Super PACs supported, and how 

these donors are in turn linked to candidates. This additional level of analysis would do a great 

deal to supplement the findings presented here.  

 Second, we did not cover the 501c groups so expertly analyzed in Jane Mayer’s Dark 

Money (2017). Such groups are not legally required to disclose their donors (although they 

sometimes do voluntarily). The regulations around when they are required to disclose their 

donors are relaxed, and poorly enforced. These groups also make contributions to Super PACs, 

often making the ultimate source of funds untraceable. However, if one were to use our typology 

of Super PACs in tandem with the contributions made to those Super PACs by 501c4s (which 

are disclosed with the Federal Election Commission), one could shed light on what sorts of 

interests these 501c4s tend to favor, and infer, by extension of the types of Super PACs they 
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support, whether they are ideological in nature, partisan, et cetera. This might take a similar form 

to the ideological mapping done by Adam Bonica with political contributors to candidates 

(Bonica 2014).  

 Finally, it is worth noting that this dissertation has only covered federal elections in a 

limited period. There is an entire world of Super PAC activity in state elections which is 

completely worth a study unto itself, and which may or may not mirror the findings presented 

here. Such a study would be very fruitful, as state races tend to be of lower salience, and one may 

find a greater effect for Super PAC spending in those races which we did not find here40. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                           
40 Such a research trajectory has been set forward by a group of scholars studying independent spending in the 
states. See e.g. Hamm et al. 2014 and Malbin et al. 2018.  
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Appendix: Supplemental Material for Chapters 1-3 

Table A.1: Group Coding Sample   
group supports.opposes viewpoint indexp total fecid grouptype candsupportpartysupportissue ideology industry/factionwebsite notes news
15104; THE SUPPORTS FETTERMAN LIBERAL 132920 136300 C00607275 candidate John Fetterman none Super PAC entirely funded by relatives of the candidate.https://medium.com/@OpenSecretsDC/some-lawmakers-owe-their-dads-a-big-thank-you-this-fathers-day-510cc3f55a62
18-29 PAC CONSERVATIVE 7000 29960 C00555524 issue youth voters http://web.archive.org/web/20141013021445/http://18-29pac.com:80/?page_id=4
1911 UNITED SUPPORTS OBAMA LIBERAL 78058 158450 C00508200 candidate Barack Obama http://www.1911united.com/
2010 LEADERSHIP COUNCIL LIBERAL 267675 314500 C00490003 party dem none Spent a lot of money in the 2010 elections in support of various Democrats and against various Republicans. Clearly a party group.
2016 COMMITTEE; THE SUPPORTS CARSON CONSERVATIVE6167054 15020143 C00569905 candidate Ben Carson http://www.p2016.org/carson/carsonsuperpacorg.htmlAlthough this group also supported Trump (after Carson dropped out), their leadership indicated that this was only in the hopes that Carson would be selected as his running mate. https://ballotpedia.org/The_2016_Committee
21ST CENTURY LEADERS LIBERAL 54028 81707 C00609784 ideological liberal https://secure.actblue.com/contribute/page/electjawandoSpent money both supporting and attacking dems. 
420 USA PAC 2500 7619 C00574152 issue marijuana legalization http://web.archive.org/web/20160223080042/http://www.420usapac.com/
9-9-9 FUND SUPPORTS CAIN CONSERVATIVE226530 617670 C00504241 candidate Herman Cain http://web.archive.org/web/20120509210239/http://americansforhermancain.com/https://www.publicintegrity.org/2012/01/30/8022/pac-profile-9-9-9-fund
A BRIGHT FUTURE SUPPORTS KREEGEL CONSERVATIVE213500 109980 C00560367 candidate Paige Kreegel none https://www.brennancenter.org/blog/florida-race-campaign-finance-future
A CRITICAL CHOICE FOR AMERICA POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEECONSERVATIVE100480 420000 C00528372 other business http://web.archive.org/web/20121025092950/http://acriticalchoice.com/https://www.scribd.com/document/110815874/A-Critical-Choice-for-America-PAC
A NEW VOICE FOR MARYLANDSUPPORTS RUBIN LIBERAL 49010 1.00E+05 C00587659 candidate Joel Rubin none https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zkH6K1p-lnAhttp://www.bethesdamagazine.com/Bethesda-Beat/Web-2016/Money-Continues-to-Flow-into-District-8-Contest-Ahead-of-Tuesdays-Primary/
A SUPERPAC 3228 3750 C00508952 other http://www.asuperpacforhire.com/This group sells itself as a mercenary super pac, willing to do advertisements and work for the highest bidder. 
ACCOUNTABLE LEADERSHIPSUPPORTS SESTAK LIBERAL 1389634 1457986 C00607895 candidate Joe Sestak none https://www.nationalreview.com/corner/joe-sestak-campaign-military-ethics-law-violation/
ADVANCING MANUFACTURING AND INDUSTRY IN AMERICA PAC 34 35 C00510115 candidate Josh Mandel none No information on this group. https://www.politico.com/tipsheets/politico-influence/2012/01/k-st-winners-losers-at-sotu-obama-targets-political-money-ethics-in-address-congressmen-turned-lobbyists-mull-ethics-romney-unwelcome-face-for-tax-reform-009112
ALABAMA LIBERTY FUND SUPPORTS DEMARCO CONSERVATIVE40000 59000 C00565655 candidate Paul Demarco none
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Figure A.1: Sample FEC Form 1, Statement of Organization. 
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Figure A.2: Super PAC Typology, Opp. Groups Only. 
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Table A.2: Random Sample of Single Race Super PACs with Top Donor 
Super PAC Top Donor (in a given 

cycle, 2010-2016) 
Other Super PACs 
donated to by Top Donor 
(sampling) 

Make America Great 
Again 

Phil Ruffin New Republican PAC, 
Congressional Leadership 
Fund, Senate Leadership 
Fund 

We Can Do Better 
PAC 

B Wayne Hughes Sr. American Crossroads 

Arizona Grassroots 
Action PAC 

Sheldon Adelson Republican Jewish 
Coalition Victory Fund, 
Ending Spending Action 
Fund, Congressional 
Leadership Fund 

Committee For a 
Better 
Massachusetts 

Stephen Zide None 

Strong Leadership 
For America 

Christopher Stadler Senate Majority PAC, 
Citizens For a Strong 
America, United For 
Progress Inc. 

American Alliance Sheldon Adelson Republican Jewish 
Coalition Victory Fund, 
Ending Spending Action 
Fund, Congressional 
Leadership Fund 

Prescription for 
America’s Future 

Georgia Pharmacy 
Association 

None 

Protect Louisiana Flora Cason None 
Progress for 
Washington 

Margaret Rothschild Planned Parenthood Votes 

Campaign For Our 
Future 

Reginald Van Lee 21ST Century Leaders 
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Figure A.3: Community Detection (Bipartite, Infomap). 
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Figure A.4: Community Detection (Unipartite Candidate Network, LPA). 
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Figure A.5: Community Detection (Bipartite Network, CEB, 2012 with labels). 
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Figure A.6: Community Detection (Bipartite Network, CEB 2014 with labels). 
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Figure A.7: Community Detection (Bipartite Network, CEB, 2016 with labels). 
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Figure A.8: Community Detection (Unipartite Network, Infomap, 2010 with labels). 
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Figure A.9: Community Detection (Unipartite Network, Infomap, 2012 with labels). 
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Figure A.10: Community Detection (Unipartite Network, Infomap, 2014 with labels). 
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Figure A.11: Unipartite Networks (Super PACs, by cycle). 
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Figure A.12: Sample Schedule E (FEC Form 3x). 
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Table A.3: House Candidate Model, Primary Election only 
 Cand. vote share Cand. vote share Cand. vote share 

    

Constant .380*** .339*** .473*** 
 (.038) (.036) (.060) 
    

Candidate spending  
.070*** 
(.011) 

.068*** 
(.011) 

    
    

Party group spending 
.385 

(.339) 
.077 

(.321) 
.135 

(.318) 
    
    

Total group spending 
-.082 
(.217) 

-.061 
(.203) 

-.069 
(.200) 

    
    

Candidate centrality 
-.017 
(.023) 

-.033 
(.022) 

-.045** 
(.022) 

    
    

Candidate party 
centrality 

-.003 
(.039) 

.017 
(.037) 

.009 
(.037) 

    
    

Incumbent 
.265*** 
(.032) 

.166*** 
(.034) 

.167*** 
(.033) 

    
    

Unemployment rate 
  -.014*** 

(.002) 

    

Democrat 
.074** 
(.029) 

.051* 
(.027) 

.06** 
(.027) 

    

    

N 267 267 267 

R2 .269 .363 .381 

Residual SE .207 .194 .191  

F-statistic 9.429*** 13.212*** 13.046*** 

Note:  *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
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Table A.4: Senate State model, General Election only 
 Dem. vote share Dem. vote share Dem. vote share Dem. vote share 

    

Constant -.510 -.566 -.733 -2.818* 
 (1.503) (1.545) (1.738) (1.624) 
     

Democrat spending  
.001 

(.001) 
.001 

(.001) 
.001 

(.001) 
     
     

Republican 
spending 

 
-.0003 
(.001) 

-.0003 
(.001) 

-.001 
(.001) 

     
     

Democratic 
incumbent 

.088*** 
(.020) 

.086*** 
(.020) 

.086*** 
(.020) 

.144*** 
(.024) 

     
     

Democratic cand. 
centrality 

.007 
(.006) 

.006 
(.006) 

.006 
(.006) 

.013 
(.008) 

     
     

Republican cand. 
centrality 

-.005 
(.004) 

-.006 
(.004) 

-.006 
(.004) 

-.003 
(.004) 

     
     

Dem. Cand. Party 
centrality 

-.010 
(.013) 

-.009 
(.013) 

-.009 
(.013) 

-.025 
(.017) 

     
     

GOP cand. Party 
centrality 

.013 
(.008) 

.014* 
(.008) 

.014* 
(.008) 

-.004 
(.011) 

     

PCI % change 
  -.001 

(.006) 
.004 

(.007) 

     

Incumbent exp. 
   .007 

(.006) 

    

N 94 94 94 60 

R2 .645 .647 .647 .847 

Residual SE .074 .074 .075 .058  

F-statistic 8.735*** 7.627*** 7.136*** 10.757*** 

Note:  *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
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Table A.5.1: Senate Candidates, Overall Centrality >10 
Candidate Year Centrality 
ERNST, JONI K 2014 27 

TILLIS, THOM R 2014 25 

GARDNER, CORY 2014 20 

COTTON, THOMAS 2014 15 

PETERS, GARY 2014 14 

MASTO, CATHERINE CORTEZ 2016 14 

CASSIDY, WILLIAM 2014 13 

BROWN, SCOTT 2014 13 

MCGINTY, KATHLEEN ALANA 2016 13 

GRIMES, ALISON LUNDERGAN 2014 12 

ROBERTS, PAT 2014 12 

MURPHY, PATRICK E 2016 12 

STRICKLAND, TED 2016 12 

JOHNSON, RONALD HAROLD 2016 11 

HASSAN, MARGARET WOOD 2016 11 
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Table A.5.2: House Candidates, Overall Centrality > 5 
Candidate Year Centrality 
GARCIA, MARILINDA 2014 7 

BERA, AMERISH 2012 6 

COOK, PAUL 2012 6 

BARBER, RONALD 2014 6 

PETERS, SCOTT 2014 6 

ROMANOFF, ANDREW 2014 6 

HECK, JOE 2016 6 

KIHUEN, RUBEN 2016 6 

CURBELO, CARLOS MR. 2016 6 
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Table A.6.1: Senate Candidates, Party Centrality > 5 
Candidate Year Party Centrality 
ERNST, JONI K 2014 15 

TILLIS, THOM R 2014 9 

COTTON, THOMAS 2014 8 

BROWN, SCOTT 2014 8 

MCGINTY, KATHLEEN ALANA 2016 8 

ROBERTS, PAT 2014 7 

CONWAY, JACK 2010 6 

GARDNER, CORY 2014 6 

STRICKLAND, TED 2016 6 
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Table A.6.2: House Candidate, Party Centrality > 2 
Candidate Year Party Centrality 
HECK, JOE 2016 4 

KIHUEN, RUBEN 2016 4 

PARKER, VERNON 2012 3 

LAWSON, AL 2012 3 

DOLD JR., ROBERT JAMES MR. 2012 3 

BARBER, RONALD 2014 3 

GALLEGO, PETE 2012 3 

CURBELO, CARLOS MR. 2016 3 

BOST, MICHAEL J 2014 3 

GARCIA, MARILINDA 2014 3 

MAFFEI, DAN 2012 3 

MURPHY, PATRICK 2010 3 

WAKELY, THOMAS MR. 2016 3 

KIRKPATRICK, ANN 2014 3 

BIGGERT, JUDY 2012 3 
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